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Paducah delegation, was unani-
mously chosen as the place for







Stt114,14.AY, KNNTLIcK 1', THURSDAY, \ f )v EM111114-2 1, Him
st-tio PRA l'PARSTATE BAPTISTS . First,onoer churcht here,he  t a t we ua sit a  t at highlya. ed to the reform school to remain FARmEntppy
He was elected to 
until he became of age and well
then to he confined in the peniseach of whit."' is important and GETALB NEWTEN  
TRIAL 
tentlary until he had served hiswhich attests the confidence
placed in him by his fellow Bap- s e ri based
t 
t.neuepo. nlietilircu 
111  a convictionhtini ow:
Mt. Dr. Bowers was chosen a dence and the verdict was pro-Paducah, Ky., Nov. 20.-The member of the state executive Athrittany_w_h_o_vr...._ nountaxLiosotehe seeeialeet- Hopkinsiille, Ky., Nov. 16.7---
•
neat an n tiattntottng-ortbiZiin-
--beard, a menther- of the cduea- convicted and sentenced toserve -given in-the Calloway courts.- - - The farmetsof the dark to .their crypt,. The meeting wir-
e the tast August leiiii of t e ttrstrfetliii-lii over the bsprei;thekilit
tional society, a member .of the 
the-cnurt house. 'TM.
twenty years in the penitent% Purchase ilo.ue Plate.
eral Associatien _ of _Kentucky board ottrustetnrOf Georgetown 
'farmers have agreed to go slow
Baptista-will be held is -Paducah 'Collige. southern Baptist con- Calloway Uounty Circuit Court pect for high prices for tobacco in sales. as Trigg has one of tht-
November VI to IS, 1917. Pudu- vention, at Georgetown, kv Veslie Ellis, of Murray, Route
this season. The crop is the lar-; best crops in her history and-it
---•• on a warrant charging him with I, and sister. Mrs. Sam Smoth-
cab, whose claim for the next 
is thought a delay will keep the
and state manager of the Sunday the murder of Lucy Allen. a ne- errnsin, of Mountain Grove, Mo., gest ever grown in this region,,1
session was vigorously pressed ;school bonrd of Nashville, Tenn. ; grn wench, will get a new trial, recently purchased the old home and the quality was never bet-! 
, . Notwithstandin the • Brit- . 
prices up. of Appeals last week place of their late father John ter g
MEET IN PADUCAH
flourishing condition, as shown




Baptists,clus ed dayincluding a for the new year. The Educasparty of 20 from the' First Bap- ona Society willgin a cam-
paign for $500,000 for state Bap.night and the local representa- tist colleges, a year from thistives returned from Louisville
yesterday and today. They re-
port a most successful meeting,_with an attendance of-1,400 Bap.tists from all over the state.Rev, R. G. Bowers, of the
by Rev. R. G. Bowers and the I rile state mission work is in a The Court
Good Prices for Tobacco.'ish embargo there js a general! Clarksville .Tenn-that-thi market will ber:N-o males of tobacco in hogsheads
were. reported for the week. Thebullish. More thanthirty ;loose market has been more ac
of Lucy Allen was found in the portion she bought joining the lion pounds of tobacco were him-
tive than for any week of the
woods near the Henry Hodge tract she already owned. Mr. died in Hopkinsville last season -farm, west of Pine Bluff about Ellis purchased the remainingtwo miles, where it hadlaid sev- unimproved land. The consid-ernl days before discovered. Soon eration for the whole tract wasafterwards young Albritten was $2.700,arrested and lodged in jail charg- Mr. and Mrs. Sam Smother-.ed with causing the negros death..He was indicted at the August-ciourt, tried and convict-
date.
The annual sermon next year
will be preached by Rev. M.- E.
Staley.  _ of  Madisonville,--



































reversed the case and remanded Ellis, in the Gunter§ Flat vicinsit back- to the Calloway Circuit Ity. Mrs. Smotherman.pureCurt for a new hearing% -T. led 25 acres of the 50.acre tract,Last May the decomposed bodr-lettiig the improvements, the
Woolen Dress Goods 36•inch $1.25 Silk Taff-
,  $ 1 sir blankets 
$1 25 large Cotton on,. 0 IL
leta, solid colors f , ')If you have been keeping up withthe woolen Market you can easily see , . ai;-inch $1.50 Silks in plaids and ' 200 ladies' $1.00 Union on,stripes, good line of pat. si 39 Suits, new that our present prices are cheap. 0 IL
at greatly reduced prices. Don't! ' 36-inch $1.50wait, but buy_now while the stock -is-Mora Silk  compTete. The best go first.
terns; sale price But we are going to let all woolens go 
12; cent 36-inch Bleachedheavyli_ niDomestic .
Good 36 inch Bleached Do. ali 27-inchSilks, in plaids and mestic  „ 83c
36 inch, all wool Shepherd Check. stripes, all colors : saleA dandy adocone at 50c; sale 39 pric,  $1 29•  Best Calico, special price 6price 
27 inch $1.00 Silks in plaids and
50c value: sale price 
36-inch Wool Poplin, our 1 ii, stripes, all colors: sale price 83J IL. 
our 50c number: sale
36.inch Plaids and Woolen Stripes, 1 gesitieh 41:00 Messaline, n 4 • All $147?•00 Omits g° 0 g 1A9  twc at.-... .. : ........... r... a Iprice 39c all colors _ 
40. inch -$1-.85 Georgette Crepe, All $1250 Cott& go at- S36-inch wool and cotton Suitings eolOrs white, flesh, navy $1.69
50 cent China Silks; sale 39c 
sets go at
serges and plaids; you cannot match • All $3.50 Gossard Cor- $2c Silks
48 to56-inch Wool Poplins, Gab-erdines and Serges, all colors: this isthe cloth we sold at $1.50; e
sale price  1 •JJ
12ic Dress Ginghams, fast in sets go atcolors, big stock: sale price.. I _ _go 
at 
$1.50 Kid Gloves 
$
Ready-toMear
12ic Outings, all colors.stock complete: sale price.... 10c56-inch Plaid Cloaking, you can't 10 cent Outings, big stock of
  03C
beat it at $2.00; sale price t g cal 
 al.-07 36-inch 12.i cent, Percale: in ,  - sale price  I UlmSilk Department 15 cent :16 inch Madras; t eal.•
I L 2C
36 inch $1.75 Silk Taffeta, in sale price large plaids and large satin e , a iii.. „ .12)i cent Cheviots: salestripes; sale price  a 1 „j7 i price  I OC
_ in plaids, checks or solids, 25c
retailers - 1 9c and black; sale price 
All $5.00 Gossard Cor- $312 to 54-inch Woolens, in poplins. price
-AP
thing Wit release thos•-! who badpledged aleci (1 111t u
Trigg Cavity Farman Nat.
-11-7. Nov. :---Trigercounty farmers held a confer-ence h steck-to-44eeeser-----tobacco sales and dispoaul of
Ibe entire country isand the dealers now are greatly 'season.
full of buyers offering whatincreasing their facilities. The seem full prices, but trading hatloose floors, eight in number„
been on a moderate scale, farm-will open on December 5. Sever, 
being unwilling to acceptal new Planta have been built what would ordinarily-be veryduring the past summer. The'man will probably move back to tattraetive priles. What tobacce,the Ellis home place when theytWeyman•Bruton Snuff Company; hag changed hands has been at
dispose of their home in Moun- ' has had an enormous rehandling'
prices ranging from $..s to 1.
ed. He was immediately carri- tam n Grove, Mo.-Hazel News. plant erected and the Italian re-
which looks good by comparisor.gie have made extensive addl.
to other years. A season is much
f..,07.1,r;f4.1591E.f.„*.frif4SI..*,14,S14.Sfirif.*Da, tions to their house. Several
hi new prizing plants will
ping the crop. Until then weIt's Our Loss and Your Gain if You Shop at
WAD LING T 0 Ng
VOU know we never want to carry stock. from one season to another if PRICES will move them. WeA know there are lots of people who wait for the special sales to do their shopping. Now, if you areone of that kind, you need not wait longer. Considering the high price market today we feel. safe in say-ing that our prices in this sale are the CLOSEST that we ha've ever made. Now, we are not advertis-ing old stcck, but NEW FALL GOODS. There will be special prices on everything in our house ex-cept new fall shoes, these we are selling now for less than we can buy them today.
83 
36 inch 35 cent Beauty 29c 
sets go at
this cloth at $1.00; sale price
.49
.98
All $3.00 Gossard Cor- s249
1.39
We have one lot Coats and La.dies' Suits brought from last seasonthat will be closed out regardless of
cost. It you want a cheap coat or
suit let us make you a price.
We also have some carried stock
in Shoes to be closed out. It will payyou big to see them if you want a
cheap shoe.
if you have Produce, just bring it along. We can use it just as well as the cash. -Of course pricesmay go higher every day, if they do we will pay you the advance over today's prices, but we will payyou until later notice the following prices, in. trade: •
Eggs, per dozen, 37c. Hens, per pound, 12c. Turkeys, per pound, 17c.Should they be higher the day you bring them in you can get the advance- Wecan use all yourold hens. For prices each day call No. 47 over the CumWand. •
YOURS FOR A BIG WSINESS,
_
Wadlington & Company
We will give every lady who comes to our store, Saturday, \ (I111)C)
Thièof1js.
-
WS OS 05 itffi 
w4".decided to call the, entire gram.grarm




cannot look for any loose floor -ix Buyers have been riding thro-41 __ugh the cGuatry for more than a
month, looking at crops, and The body of Mrs. Lora Estes,
who died at her home.
%.. 2 stiff prices are being offered the 1618 Ten-growersnesaee street, Saturday :norning,at the barn doors. As
was taken to Dexter Ky., Sun-
high as $10 around has been of- 
morning and the funeral was
fered, and average quotations
. held in that place Sunday range from :4:7 to $9. In few in
-News- Democrat. •
El/ 
after-stances have sales been made. noon-
In spite of the situation growing
out of the war. 80 per cent of
4( the crop being export types, the
farmers are disposed to wait till
41 the market opens before setting TEAcHERs 0Ega price on their product.
Dark Tobacco Pool a Failure.
Hopkinsville, Ky., Nov. 15.-
In a four-co/1=n newspaper ar-
ticle, which is now being pub-
lished throughout the dark to-
bacco producing district of Ken-
WEST KENTUCKY
1
The First District Educational
Association will be convened i r.
Mayfield, Ky., on Friday morn-
ing, December 1, for a two days
session. Special rates from Mar-tucky and Tennessee, Felix G. ray and all other Calloway andT-Ewingi -of -Glenraven, Tenn., Marshall County points will be!24 !president and general manager granted to those attending. The, of the Planters' Protective Asso- train will leave Murpay Friday
morning at 7:20 o'clock and allather points on regular schedule
time: No time will be lost in
Paducah waiting train connec-
tions. The train is due in May-
'ciation, announces that the cam-
paign for membership, made by
the organization during 1916,
has failed to reach the prescrib-
ed minimum of 85,000 acres
field at 10:15 a. m., Friday andpledged, and that the farmers'organisation which has played leave there Saturday at 3:30 o'-such an important role in the ohcldocmk.arenhabliliconguntyh edelCeaglalotiwohayssale of tobacco since 1901, has 
a 
retired from business. to reach home Saturday night.
There hvabeen no organization Prof. J. W. Jones, of this city.
of any sort in years which pass. is president of the association
ed through such a travail and and is very anxious that bothaccomplished such results as this sCealdloIss-tarybhagnd 
delegations.
countiesassociation. It was organized, 
h 
ifnor:rtthhee.orlfeoliN:h.eefproifeaethyeefaarorsmoefdrsuirdiurn - s 
as follows:
The programe Aad   fors:h the meeting
1902, 1903 and 1904. It was 
Vie, i
Friday Dec. 1, 10 a. m.-
tlfe ret-in of thenight riders in V. Gregory.
the two states, and praises andt Response.-Supt. H.C.Nichols
maledictions were heaped upon "A Scale of Motives." -Dr.its head by friends and foes for Jonathan Rigdon.
various reasons. 4 Friday Afternoon, 1:15.-
-- With the return of better;. -The Youth of the Twentieth
prices on the general markets, Century."- Dr. H. L. Willett.
which the association members Address.-Dr. W. A. Garfield.
and officials have steadfastly; "Expression. "---Dr. Jonathan
claimed was due entirely to the Rigdon.
influence exerted by the organ. Friday Evening, 8:00.-,ization, the following of the as- New Continents."-Dr. Her-
sociation declined': until last year bert L Willett.
it was insufficient to warrant Saturday Morning, S:30.-
the continuance of the organiza- I "rhe Bible and the Nation."-
tion- However, it was dis. -Dr. Herbert L. Willett. .
banded, but merely announced! "Making a Man."-Dr. A. J..
it_ _would remain inactive and Kinneman.
watch developments. "Education as Achievement."
This, year a vigorous effort Dr. Jonathan Rigdon.
was made all over-the dark dis- "Coursed 'Study in Elemen.-
trial!) revive interest and se. tary Schools."-Dr. Charles Me.
cure enough pledges to give the: Murray.. .
association control of the -major : Slittirday Afternoon, :15. --
portionsof the crop grown. But "New E'ducation:-Dr. J. T., ,while many rallied to the stan- -.C. Ni*
--aese4-4e-seassoms--es- • r,- • "The - - 
I.was not reached by a wide mars er. -Dr. Jonathan Rigdon.,gin; so, rather than buck thel Nidaic andcither. features will







TEl ItURItAlr L1D131111. 11112,2111r. Y.
."1
6fie Ilisiory of Thanks9ivi
President It'eislilitoll established the
custom officially ( 'HMV States, hilt
men have fervently thanked their Gods
iffir es imd eveor thine
ICos!deem of the Itominn harvest ens Ceres. lier fee-Oval
welt relebrattel gunman) moll ens called Cerullo. It one It slily
of 0'111011p and rustle eitiorte. 116.11 end wenten feeneej lorti-
1.1.01474114 (Intl Wt.lit to the Maths wit Ii meek.. Virgil refers to this
feetival. Ile the sacrifices that wert• sal...n.41 lit the
teinidem, it ml alludes ow the jtoyousitetts of the toccustion. But
Bottum thunkegiving dos %% ere not cs sntime! too this fitment
celsolorittion sof the teethe! of Certain. Somoseliness they %% ere
held iii coittinettiorntison 5Sf lets iris lunrtini III till at I iiit. NU-
t*Pt4t ett Oa. it144,0f44-44-14e4 144 -guneatal lite. defies t _ordered
it tiontik'egiviint, %hick ems (deserted. Then when the recta of
trOs tilatuaroue tames/01,n hemline generally kusesetheite ex-vexed
!Oneself on the greeted hint he dill tigi "wish to altoprive the ieeeple of it tiny
of enjoyment."
lu one way or another. a thanksgiving slay hiss been oteserved lit
Christina Eurtope for eenturites befell. Its relebratison in New England. On
the elontinent, anti for a tints. in Engintut, It eecurred sit Martintmot, s'. huh
ens a flay of fetteting rind ii ri t ski hg. I wengokinnIly. ttkaavil 11.esilik-
ineinfet1 the sihtservitnee of 5411110 fixed itni. To celsobrate the tiettory et' Klett
Henry V of England. at Agincourt, ()ember 25. i a public thrnikegiting
was held on Sunday, the tenet of St. Elleard, the Xing mid Confesetor. Stich
ft daY, too. was obeemid in Leyden. Itollnrut, rectober 3, lere the first limit;
versary of that City from the siege hyethe Pipeninrde.  
Many Instnnces of a thanksgiving day can be !wanted out iti4ijFiiiiF
during the sixteenth and 'seventeenth centuries. In 1559. the getaind year of
Elizabeth's reign. Thititkogiving stay enterea itogatien sine. eTh..n it was
ordtored that Mimics ehould he given to Almighty God "for the inerease ittel
abutotiance of his fruits upon the earth." lit this reign, has, there eats rt
great nntionsd thanksgiving tiny that isui•rthy of node, 'rids ssevarrol
Tueeility. November lie 15:1S, ettil was in commenenution of the great vietory
over the "Invincible Arinnint."
One legal and annual thnnkegiving day, been use of the long time it woe
sneh, demerves sipechtl mention. After the trultere In the ilutiPiowiler idiot
had been tried end punished in Ifkre It wax ordered that because of their
deliverance the Ettglimh people' should keep the -fifth of Notemher.toa•ry your
"as it public thatiktegiving day to Almighty God; that unfeigned thankfulness
may never be fon...net', and that all II 's'5 to come may yielii praises to Go(ra
divine majesty for the same." -The ''fifth of NOreUltIVEIV Cs slit 11112(41 a legal
thanksgiving day for more than two eenturiett; but in Inter years it fell into
disuse. and In le33 was litndillh011 by parlinillent.
Long before the advent of the Pilgrims in Masetto•lineette, all rituals
contained expressions of gratitude to GNI for his mercies. In that sit the
Church of Englenti. mpecini prelyers were provided Opt'. tho' Sunday service.
This service, however. nod toe carefully distingulehood from the Thanksgiv-
ing day of the pilgrim fathers. Failure to -make this distinction has led to
the grounillems claim that the 'Popham esdenititti were "the first to keep
Thenksgiving day" in America, The service at Montleguti on which this
claim is bastes!, was the regular Sunday service of the Churchef England;
and while it had an element of thanksgiving. the day can in nowise be re-
gaoled as a thanksgiving day as that term is understood.
The record made in his "Breeches Bible" by William NVhite, who enme
over In the Mayflower. has far more signIficanee In determining the origin
of our American Thanksgiving slay than the event at Moithegan. The record
rend: "William White married on ye 3rd day of March. 1620. to Susannah
Tilly. Peregrine White Nom son temrd ye Mayflower in Cape Cod Ilarleor.
Sonne born to Susannah White 19th ye six o'clock morning. Neirt.dny we
meet for prayer and thankegiring." This meetirig prayer and thanks-
giving" was not on Sunday. but on Tueedny. The•fact that It was not a part
of the rt•gular Sunday service mnkee it more nearly accord with our 141(.8
of Thanksgivinggilay than does the Monhegnn event.
The prototype of ''sir present Thanksgiving day Is found In the harvest
festival at Plymouth in api21. The long winter that followed the establish-
ineneoveheeeetieey had been  sa Revere thnt tem than half the setticrs had
survived it. "At one time during the winter only Breweter. Standish, and,
five other hardy ones were well enough to get about." In the spring nnd
summer that follewed, their fortunes improved, and lov autumn they had
cleared 26 acres and made ready for cultivation. This industry, too, had
been rewarded by a bounteous harvest. Now food and fuel sufficient for
the needs of the approaching winter were laid in. Then Governor Bradford
ordered a thanksgiving-the first ha America.
The first thanksgiving Wam not for n day only. It continued a week.
In a letter to n friend In EncIntuL EAward Winslew has given us n brief
• account of the festivities. This letter bears dare of December 11, and in It
"Winslow wrote: "Our harvest toeing gotten in, our Governor sent four men
on fowling that so we might after special manner rejoice together after we
had gathered the fruits of our labors. They killed as much fowl as witi.
a_ little help beside served the (-company about a week. At which--
ttmes-
among other recreations we exercise our artne. many of the Indians coming
amongst us, anti -among the reet their greatest king. Nfassasoyt. Wilfhatome
ninety men. whom for three slays we entertained and feas
ted, and they went
out and killed five deer which they brought and toesteeed on ou
r Governor
and upon the captains and others."
The records make no mention of a thankegivinz day In 
the next year.
but in the year fellow Inc. 1623, such n slay 
was held. This, however. eats not
fn the hutunm, but In July on the nrrtral of
 provident: from England. Nearly
rA) veers pass before we hear of another thanks
giving they at Plymouth.
There wait one In 106S. mei another
 for the aceesslon of tha Orange Stuarts,.
'William and Mary. in PRI. An nut
umnal thanksgiving was held in 1,690, the
last in the lastory of Plymou
th colony.
of PlYmouth. NiassachusettsLItay e,olory occadonanyIndependent y
Its own thanksgiving days. 
.There was such n dey for the "safe arrival of
wpm:* julf-13, ire-kl. and  theettext -Febettary,- when she -provision 
shoe_
AMbroge. nrrIved. In 1632. the -̀eeneral 
court ordered a "publique" 'thanks-
giving tiny in recognition of the "neey 
of God vouchsafed to the churches
of God in Germany atid, the 
Pnllatinnte." The next year the court. because
of the bountiful harvest, *plug-wed
 October 16 as a thanksgiving tiny-the
eieeekeei festival in thehistory ofethe colony. By It1s0 the ;a:Intlirittentinhia.tlirsd3:1
teaneeetvhig bail become _an annual festiv
al. TiNlat:-.tifo:lotunitnil it.smiei
' sports it mei: the pinee 
of the English Chriet
recent date all thia savored of 
Bente and the eplacepitey was held in din-
favor in 1Ineancloptette.
During the Revolution Thanksgiving 
gay beearns',4>tattinnal. All throiigh
:
the war. tamgreee annunlly 
apart a lay for thntikeriving but after the
-"ThrspiesitixiugjOr Penee" in 17,e1, there were 
no more Until Washington
became president ihj.„7i-Wii--Csiteteetet
e-r 3 of this year at S.W. YoW he 1s-sued,
n prem. *144tAtit!on 04kitic 
-the' isbeervanee tof Thine:day. Neveinber 26, ae-ai day'
for national •thahkegit fug. 
This was the beginning sit the (orthodox ebtet
Titureolity" that ha e since been 
named in prealtlentini proelattuitions. By
this fit, lit.' festival hail re
neral-tiflielid reetognithatt throtighOut New Eng.
land. mut fn this. year. 1759. the Prot
estant Episeopal lUutyer books recognized
the similarity (of civil 
government In the appointing sof thanksgiving days.
The chiCrollfferenees between ft
-a to wits the wnnt eof cremony at "Ply-
-Mouth Mit clinfaleterized the Engl
ish festive!. . • parts of England
the merry-makIng was around the 
7nefittlingsloteaf," or "kern baby ;" and in
nettly-pTaCiartfiT.TilAtTelid of the harvest was drawn to the burn in it wagon
called the -hoult calla." In front went pipe and tabor. and around It Pith;
ens) the reapers, male and female, singing joyously as they proceeded. At
' Plymouth Ihere•was no ceremony.
e,-11:1104103Xkla00:13:8:t0r1;00037e58:10370
Opinions Differ.
-"Mon :ins, like -wagons." r
ettiarked
the can who disp
enses epherisms.
"11-ht•y make the most 
noise- when
empty."




asakee the ninet noise 
when he, Is fan»
ROBERTS AGAIN
DEFEATS NAPIER
CHOICE OF CITIZENS WINS La.
OAL FIGHT OIFORE COURT
OF APPEALS.
  WIS__IIDEPENDENT CANDIDATE
•
• • •




.411.• • e'll.••••••••• • • ..s.. 1111.4,e r'lice'vi.a. -111 • o'gree'e'ee'ledo
His Only Hope.
"Tell flu-." *like the eilay mark.
"st hitt stir or ik stioultil'propitiee
fterl' •
, -"She should he Mete" rejoined ,the
female fortune teller, "and If yonex-
locet her till aecept you, she must also
be' foolish." '
_
111141ared Sleeted After Turning Tables
• en Opponent. Who
Him In Primaries.
RODM AN WILEY, ENGINEER
Inp.,•tei Irniiikteet cerrespend•nee
Frankfort. R. II Roberts, who de-
feated C. W. Napier for ronunon•
wealth's Attorney in the Thirty-third
district after Napier had beaten him
in the Itepub114.an primary for the
nomination, was declared clocted by
court Of appeals In an Optnlan by
Judge Thomas. affirming the Leslie
circuit court The court had previous-
ly held that where a candidate had
been defeated In a party primary he
could not become a candidata for the
game office on -the ticket of an oppos-
ing party, which had participated in
the Keine primary. Thle decision wail
invoked by Napier In his contest
against Roberta. who ran as an inde•
_pendent by petition. The court said
the primary taw makes no reference
-- 4.-te-independenta sad does not interfere
with the right of effluent by petition
-;- to put the nettle of any eligible per.




-Ton ought to take Selsolnen'teadylee to
the ningenrd ntsivut- going-to the ant
rite-
-7-Nephew (InterruptIng)-So. I dld,
uncle, but aunt trays she Is in the same
deplorable condlUtsia.
Bastin Heirs Win.
If the $25.000 mortuary chapel, pro-
vided for In the will of Mrs. Fannie
Castleman stin, who died four
years ago, is erected In Cave Hill cem-
etery, Louisville, it mute bo-iu the
triangle between converging drives,
Jost -bark of the basalt, which--la--oppo-
site the front gates of the cemetery.
the Court of Appeals said, In an opin-
ion by Judge Hurt, reversing the Jef-
ferson Circuit Court in the case of
John B. Carroll and other heirs of
Mrs. Eastin against the Cave Hill
Cemetery Co. The will stipulated
that the chapel shou'd be situated
'just beyond the present basin; which
Is directly opposite to and in front
of the entrave to the cemetery and
at the end of the avenue leading from
the gate." A disagreement arose over
the location, the cemetery company
preferring a site to the right of the
biotin about SO feete which landscape
gardeners and architects regard as
the most suitable. The heirs con-
tended that the terrus of the will re-
quire the chapel to be behind the
basin and-close to It. The lower court
decided that either location comes
within the limitations of the testa-
mentary language; but the Court of
Appeals said that, gt%ing the language




The complex question of whether a
distiller, who makes apple brandy on
the shares out of apples furnished by
a farmer for that purpose, is guilty of
selling liquor, if his distillery happens
to be in "dry" territory, was settled by
the Court of Appeals-WO; Dm at High
L. Boggs. of Johnson county, was con-
cerned. In his case the court, in an
opinion by Commissioner ('lay, held
that he was not guilty and reversed a
tine of $60 entered against him in the
Johnson Circuit Court. Ernest Jayne.
a farmer, delivered apples to Boggs,
who agreed to make brand* on the
shares, retaining half the brandy as
his portion. He was careful not to
mix the apples with his own, and he
ran the brandy off separately. Each
was to secure the rt•%enue stamps for
his own portion. The court said the
apples belonged to Jayne and the
brandy belonged to him, and "in deliv-
ering to Jayne his half of the brandy
Boggs was returning to Jayne his won
property."
Good Hunting Season.
The•hest hunting season since the
creation of the commihsion is the pre-
diction of J. Q,"Ward, executive agent
of the Kentucky Game and Fish Com•
mission, concerning the hunting sea•
son, which has just opened. . "There
is a chance for a mixed bag, which is
pleasing to the average sportsman,"
said Mr. %Ward. "I don't know when
'quail has -been so plentiful and well
distributed, and there are many rab-
bits, jackeniee and squirrels."
We
.0
Work on the road s or kentiir'hy II
being pushed In more than a score of
counties. All the state work is ander
the direct aupervlidon of itt-elnian
Wiley, Commismtotter Department of
Public Roads. Nit*. is eminently
(Intel for the position which tits hold
and the administretIon Is proud of the
results that are being obtalued by the
department.
Rodman Wiley is a product of the
Kentucky State rniterelty, havinit
graduated from the Civil Eintintosorinit
Department In 1906. Since that time
I% Wiley ham had many responsible
positions and gained a reputation of
being an authority in hi* line
:Mr Wiley has worked very niter'.
sleety hydro-electric propositions., he
having euperintended the construction
of thz Feather River project for--the
Great Weatem Power Co. at Liver-
more, Cal. He also has had a wide
experience in tunnel cotton:1.0ton,
working for months on big projects at
Rerestain, Mexico, and later in New
Ycirk--Mr.r:
has also served Kentucky.
holding the position of bridge engi-
--et- the road uepartment---of _the
Commonwealth. Ile Is but 33 years of
age and is an associate member of the
American Society of Engineers.
Urged To Oil Reed.
An effort is being made to induce
property owners along the Versailles
pike, front Frankfort' to the Woodford
cout e; line, to oil the road. County
authorities have consulted Road Com-
missioner Rodman Wiley. who advises
that this be done,' as it will lay the
dust and to a conelderabis• extt•nt pre-
serve the surface. The coenty ham not
sufficient funds now to permanOontly
surface the roadway with asphalt or
concrete and the macadam surface of
a much used automobile route -quick-
ly wears away. Oil with sand sprin-
kled over it helps to bind the surface
and preserves it considerably longer
than it would last otherwise. Mr.
Wiley said. Ile believes that for $300
the mile the road could be oiled and
sanded. The county has rebuilt the
Versailles pike and now tnust attedd
-three other-. main higlawaysisethir
Owen county, Henry county and An-
derson county pike mit neglecting in-
ternal roads. So it probably will be
three years before the Versailles pike
can again receive attention.
Tobacco Crop Extra Good.
Corn and tobacco .crops both were
usually good this year, according to
The teat report of Commissioner of
Agriculture Mat S. Cohen, for the cur-
rent year, issued. The corn yield was
twenty-eight buehels to the acre, the
same as last year, and the Burley yield -
was 857 pounds to the acre, whiches
above the four-year average in qual-
ity and quantity. The dark yield is
827 pounds to.the acre, which is well
up to the average in quantity and ex-
cellent quality. The report follows:
the crop report for November, as cus-
tomary, is a few days late,lourposely
so that the farmers way get a good
idea of the yield of Inds corn crop
and aleo their tobacco crop. No more
regular crop reports will be issued
now until-next May."
Ifittitow Pardoned.
llansbury Vittitow, convicted In
Nelson county- of maliciously cutting
W. P. Carlisle, was 'pardoned by Gov.
Stanley: on recomelendation of county
officers atlid many- citizens who stated
that carlisle and Vittitow quarreled
over money due Vittitow for work.
done by him. and Vittitow said he cut
Carlisle, who attacked • him with a
-chair._
Reformatory Clerk Resigns. -
.1. L Coffey, clerk at the reforma-
tory. has resigned big. position to go
on the road for a leak concern, and
Chairman Henry Hines, of tRe State
-Board of Prison Commissioners, said
the resignation has ben accepted: el-
l-KO-ugh iSit -members 15T-tbe boarttFisi;
gret brute Mr. Coffey:s Nero/Ices. He
served as clerk of also instildtiort en,
der the old board find wits Orlii of the
few who remained wit :'u the manage-
ment of the Institottoe changed. .24r.




Mountain Democrats propose to
take advantage of the Federal election
t discourage frauds in that section.
State Inspector and Examiner Nat B.
Sewell said illegal voting in Itockcita-
tle c•ounty anti refusal to permit a
Democratic challenger, with proper
credentials, to work at the polls in
one Bell county precinct, leave` been
reported toeFederal authorities for an
investigation. Minors, non-residents
and parole convicts, he said, are re-
ported t4 have vetted in Rockcastle
Governor on Hunting Trip. , -
Gov. Stanley is in Allen county flit:
guest, of Gen. Wood and Mrs. Wood
at Wood Hall ranch on the Barrett r
er. He will spend several' days there
hunting.
Wants Reports on Banks.
State Bank Commiseloner George;
G. Speer issued a call for a statement
of the condition of the state hanks at
the close of business November V. -
Requisition is Issued.
A requisition was limed. by Gov.
Stanley rot the extradition from -Pitts,
burg of Bel Cohen. clArged.inet,exing.
ton with picking pockets .deiring the
spring race oneethilt, He lie tinder ere
rest IA Pittehung- Chief Browne-4
Lexington; got the requisition. -
Honors Ohtieg'•tiirtean.
'Govstineyortda requlsitiqa 
from Gov. Willis, Of Ohio! for the re-
turn or William C. Lampllin, under ar.
ireire-at Louisvilro, krid tifthiglit at Alt-




"Feel Like a New 
Person,"
says Mrs. Hamilton.
}Tow Castle, Ind.-" From the 
tlite
I waa eleven years eh! untd I 
wan is% en-
teen 1 isuficreti each
month sotaLlinsi WIN
in betl. I haul head-
ache, biteaelte and





My health was all
run down and the
doctors did not do
me any good. A
neighbor told my mother abou‘ 
Lydia
E. Pinkham's N'egetable 
Compound and
-I took it, and now I 
feel like a new
person. I don't suffer any more 
and I
am regular every month. " - 
Sfrs.11Azti.
822 South 15th St.
When a remedy hiss lived for 
forty
years, steadily growing in po
pularity
and influence, and t
housat.ds upon
thousands of worren declare they 
owe,.
their health to it, Is it not 
rvanone-
ble to believe that It Is an article 
of
great merit?
If you want special advice write
to Lydia F. Pinkhatu Me
dicine
Co. (confidential). Lynn, Mass.
Your letter will be opened, read
and answered by a woman and
held in strict confidence.
midst. the torrid liver, 1110
Tuft's Pills
A 
digestive organs, regulate lb. Mwels. A retie-
tidy for oh k headache.. - Leeusialed se ste
AM-I-BILIOUS MEDICINE.
ei.s...1-.•.‘r.uste1. Small dole. Price. lble
Tha-leatir
"i ern afraiti my fete has put HIV ILI"
_the hands of snarl, a."
"Then it hooks like It W(14 your fate
to a tin-Isla"_
Dr. B. F. Jackson,Celebratid Physician,
handed down to posterity his famous
prescription for female troubles. Now
sold under the name of "Femenina."
Price 50c and $1.00.-Adv.
- -
httiusirtuis are to cobonize lit Stout!'
•
Meat Eaters' Backache
Meat lovcro are a;,t to Lave leek-
aches and rheumatic attacks. Unless
you 4ill heavy work and get lots of fteelt
air, don't eat too much meat. It's rich
in nitrogen and helps to form uric acid
-a solid poison that irritates the
nerves, damages the kidneys and often
causes dropsy, gravel and urinary dis-
orders. ,,Doan's Kidney Pills help





Eighteenth A v e
Meridian. M 8 • •
F3ye: "I suffered RA-
% °rely from kidney
and bladder trophits
My back ached day
'stud night and I
couldn't rest or
work.- My health
. was all run down
and nothing dtsi me
any geed until I
used Dean's Kidney
Pills. They rid- Vie of the troutde and
have been bethered but very little
since."
DOAN' S "KIDNEYPILLS
FOSTER-MILBURN CO.. BUFFALO. N.Y.
'linnet:es
kiss Ston''




Cold is an irritation of e mucous
membrane, Don't dopsup on in-
Vernal application, whic derange
the stotru• h but go rig t to the
cause of the cold. Heal the intia-
mation that causes it by applying
Mi N THAL BA
right to the nostrils.. It instantly
vaporises mod the •v• apt- r of its
haling o.ls penetrates right to the
Inflamed m•icous, healing it and
opening the sir passages. Also used
for Croup, couths, sore theost,
whooping cough, catarrh, sad all
adinents arising from an irr.tated
mucous. 23 c•n ta druggists.
Newt from tk• Mitaufeeterer
At a Saying of 50 to 100e4-20 Beautiful Obri at m .,• Caizts., itiredgee I InaTtlit• celebrated kw their ei,inisitittasie, enisesvimt and yen howled, Iti *Er !,sed Isledividn enveiopeo for $1,00. Thew ,••••11if bought In a r•uali moat up elipso. anwimorat .00 ..1 I in enveiep• wad malltedst Vtirei•Itio--40 whit prepaid, seventyparked. Slimy retureeti if not It•tilrotelf: •••',
• Vint G.' iniinatonr,o
1200 Itiaga Ave, N. B. Putsb.. pe„
APPENDICITIS1? fon ft •• MVO thrget•111••1 r f 
or ,;•• )1141,pLits_lp 5, r' air r'i'tsuuus t••• •••••••••16 *TetTilt final • nc LL. a, seesaa. wee w.. lir • guano', .7 ,11T,
--re • - *r. .


























































































































VIZ HURRAY LIDOKR. HURRAY, KT,
CALOMEL WHEN BIBS? NO! STOP! 4WESTWINSVICTORYNNITE ON LIVER ITS VOICE aaDilEoCal: 1. VACTS LIKE Dy I
I Guarantee "Oodson's Liver Tone" WIN Give You the Best Liver Cause of Good Government, Uneatrav-and Bowel Cleansing You Ever Had—Doesn't Make You Sick! agent Expenditures, and Lakka
That Wel Benefit All the Pee-Stop using calomel' It  makes_ lea spoonful and If It doesn't stralightaa-,- gte Inctnefieet by Voters.sick. Don't lose a dayit woI if you you right up and make you feel floefeel lazy, sluggish, bilious or consti- and vigorous I want you to go back topaled, listen to me! er the store and get your money. Doti-
Calomel la maseittry -et quicksilver son's !Aver INTuoitnir tuswhich causes necrosis of the bones, sale of calomel because It is real liver
Calomel, when It comes Into contact medicine; entirely vegetable. thereforewith soar bile, crashes IMO It, breaking It cannot salivate or make you Welt.it up" This is %hen you feel that •w• I guarantee that one spoonful offul nausea and crimping If you feel Dodson's Liver Tone will put your"all knocked out," if your liver Is tor- sluggish liver to work and clean yourpid and bowels constipated or you bowels of that sour bile an constl
have headache, dizziness, coated pated waste which is cloggilg your
tongue, If breath is bad or stomach system and making you feel miserable.sour just try a spoonful of harmless I guarantee that a bottle of Dodson'llDodson'a Liver Tone, Liver Tone will keep your entire tam.
liere's my guarantee—Oo to any Ily feeling fine for months. Give it to
drug store or dealer and get a 60-ceot your children It Is harmless; doesn't
bottle of Dodson' /Ayer Toaa Take a gripe and they like Its -pleasant taste.
—Adv.
STRANGLES
Or Distemper la Stallions, brood manta, colts and all others la✓m at distructive The gr.rm causing the diet see otual be r••tio,,,d from the body of th• animal To pr•vent th• troublethe *ante must be dune *
ESIPQIFIN'S CCl/YlF•COLJN
witi dr• both--curs th• sick and prevent thuint "espolled- fromhating the dl , se t-ents and 11 • bottle; $6 and $16 the
it Ali druggists, barrios, houses, or manufacturers
NP01114 1111DICAL CO Cbsalsts, lad.. U. S. A.
INE.1*
wILLIONIC
dr# yeasst roe Malaria, Chills end Ferrer. Alsola Fine Gessemell Illtrengthesilsts Tordo. Beset 81.00 eillnehms
- Tired of It.
'Don't 'roil eitioy _her reparteor—
"Weil. lye heard her repertolre."—
Louisville Courier-J.ourtini.
IMMEDIATE ATTENTION
should be given to sprains, swellings. 
Ntitundiets have estimate,' that abruises. rheumatism and neuralgia. 
Single crow elm destroy about 700,00uKeep Mansfield's Magic Arnica Lint-
ment handy on the shelf. Three sizes Insects in a-year. 4-
-25c, 50c and $1.00.—Adv.
The West lind spoken. That Is the
great fact Out Pitman telt 
Hon returns which tell of President
Willson* ;.t tfir torY Is-- the closest atoll
moot reettitig race- ever known In
Amertenn htetory. -There itro 'tither
fortis to be riUN., and important ones,.
Who ever dri.linied that a premitient
eould be elected without the vote(' of
New York, New Jersey, Conneeticut,
Mantua or Illinnim? Who ever ex-
pected to see All MI loath% and Cali-
fornia the pivotal Mutes of the Union',
Yet that in the miracle before our
eyes. Unworried by the frantic howls
tnriff _grafter/4. undlionnyod by the
organised dig vi' which in the hod days
of the campaign swept the East off its
feet, the Western voter elate' up the
bootee nnd the men, awl delivered his
verdict. It im a verdict which tome
terIty will approve, anti for whieh the
o hole country will thunk him wheh it
has hind tittle to recover from the
carefully mitnufnetured scare that ail
hut frightened Hughes into the White
I tonne.
Katixtut, adantantfrie In Its oppradttrin
to Democrney for _the In/W.1W! 
-can.'--tory, went to Wilson. So did NI,
bromkn. Sn did Millie, Mont unit and
Washinclon. Neu coin travel In it
straight line from Turkey Petite Flori-
an, to Port Townsend. 1Vamhingoon. on
Denmerntic soil all the way. Thanks
to the decision of rulifornia, to whom
may the fates be kind, you ran travel
due west from the Mississippi river to
the Golden Gnte In the same fashion,
and the only break In the, _complete.
- i)emorrnf the Peat* Coast Is fuNothing takes the starch out of a nigher! by Oregon.stuckup girl like tin unexpected kbuO- ---- -Domestic matters__ of___greet moment
. have been settled by this election. TheDr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription' makes 
gren t program of progress! ve legisla-weak women utrong, sick women well, no ,,on
nit. rein .11%Pfl. The "whole list
alcohol. sold in tablets or liquid.—Adv."
of Democratic achievements" will not
he "wiped off the slate." The federn1
reserve net, the rural 'Credits act, the
child labor law, the workmen's com-
pensatien law—these and many other
greet forward steps will not he re-
traced. But perhaps more important
than anything else is the tariff.
It is noticeable that in all their ad-
vertising. the Republicans said nothing
Warning, about a tariff coinmIssion. Their howl
—She—You shouldn't do that. They was for "protection." without invest!-
Say Ono catches lots or things by kiss- mition and Without limit. The 'tariff
I tor. . grafters furnished a goodly share of
lie—Yes, dear. even husbands. the Rejeiblienn campaign fund, and
they meant to get the worth of their
money.
They will not get It. The tariff com-
mission. soen to be•nppointed by Pres-
ident Ifilsolo will take the question
nut of politics. That commission will
go over the terlit schedule by sched-
ule, and as fast as It teektoo-a- repoet-
on any - group of duties, congress
slinuld net on that report. It is the
only way to take the graft out of the
tariff without_ upeetiing business and
giving unlimited opportunities for evil
Four years more of pence. if pence
can be 'mint:dried with honor; four
years more of progressive, forward-
looking legislation; and an end to by-
phenism and tariff graft, and the West
not the East, In the saddle. Surely,
there have been Tete eTectione Which
settled so many things and. settled
them so well.
}lad Inside Knowledge.
Flanee--And will Bobby be sorry
when I tnarry his sister?
Boldly—Y(4s, I will, 'eause I like you.
OF INTEREST TO MOTHERS
The cost of food today is a serious
Matter to all of you. To cut down
your food bills nod at the same time
improve the health of your family,
serve them Skinner'is Macaroni end
Spaghetti two or three times per week.
Children love it Mid thrive on it. It
is the lieNt possibly food for adults.
AVrite the Skinner Mtg. en.. (minim.
Nebr., for beautiful nook book telling
how to serve It In a ,lunpired way&
It's free to every mother.—Adv.
Jost What He Needed.
1es,---11111 the Basher (.4)11141 talk all
right when the spirit moved hint.: It
moved him on Snturday night, when a
constulde was urging hitu to move on.
At the overwhelming flow of lan-
guage the (-unstable- ',namely led 111111
to the pence station. On Monday
morning Bill's friends, who throughout
Sundey had been collecting small
amounts for payment of the tine, ar-
rived at court just nit he was leaving.
"'Ow much you 'ave to pay, old
man?" they inquired.
"Didn't 'ave to pay nothlo'. When
the cepper rend silt NN lint I'd said the
old man came (loon from the bench.
shook 'ands.with me, gave tne five bob
from the poor It0): nett thanked me for
teaching him a lot o' new words. I'see,
'e's learning gowf !"—London TR-Ilits.
Cold Logic.
"Father, gininie n gotel Orkin' and
make me cry," was the astonishing re-
quest-little Jimmy made one day.
utchat makes you want Mich in 1b-
sued thingr inquired (tither.
"Yetell lift me end 1'11 'inner with all
my 'night miuiul mother will wipe may
face oith her apron and give me a
.penny mid I'll tiny untidy," came the
bogleitl rejoinder.
Very few_people.trouble themselves
• to generate efithuniasm for things in
which they have no interest.,,
OP
lathe heyday of her youth ii woman
may he in the grans-widow class.
If you rttspeet that your child has Worms,
a 'Male dose of Dr reery'• "Dead Shot'
viril settle the queatIon Its action upon
the Stomach *and ilowels Is beneficial is
• Ither cAse. No second doss or after per.
dative necessary. Adv.
COVETED BY ALL
but possessed by few—a beautiful
head of hair. If yours is streaked with
gray, or is 'with and stiff, you can re-
store It to its former beauty and lus-
ter by using "La Creole" Hair Dress-
ing. Price $1.00.—Adv.
Reads Better Than It Sounds.
Not even tin editor—unless he hap-
pens to he the one designated as "war
editor" —elm keep track of the spell-
ing and pronuncletion of. the many.
syllabhst names of towns, rivers and
mountains which come through in the
reports' of the war. Recently a man-
alpti; fluialted_readliP4 an un-
tie:tinily well-written story of the Brit-
ish offensive on the Somme river
In France, and handed It back to the
"war editor."
"That's a bully good story," he said.
"It's plod for a two-column head, and
be sure to use that line about the ar-
tillery roaring frien — from —.'ith—
Thingumbob to ali-t-Watchacallem."
-It got in the paper just as he in-
tended it.
Men and Generals.
Sir Henry itabbington Smith, due
ing his last visit to New York, wat
talking about the war. .
"Of -course, when a general loses,"
he said, "It isn't his fault. Oh, no!
Of course not! • •
like men 11nd-their nieremste.
"No man is honest enough to sny'tc
his wife, "Where dld I leave m-y over.
emit?' Ile always says instead:
"'Where did you put my overcoat?'"
Appropriate Exclamation.
She—Just look! That church up
the street is on fire!
He—Holy smoke! ,
The tempernture' of sotehern Aus-




In the making of Grape-Nuts there is added to the
sweet, rich nutriment of whole wheat, the rare flavor
of malted barley, a combination creating a most un-
usually delicious taste. The palate never tires of it.
People everywhere have found that
Grape-Nuts
is the most nutritious and delicious cereal food known.
Every table should have its daily ration of Grape-Nuts.
"There's a Reason"
Party's Records Compared.
The country remained unprepared
until the Democrats were'put in power.
President Wilson and cOnji-ess have
provided a real navy. It cost a vast
sum of revenue. The party promised
it and the people demanded it.
Republicans denounce the Demoernt-
ic party for enacting necessary legisla-
tion.
Extraordinary expenditures are war-
ranted by extraordinary demands. The
llemocratic party expelled the corrupt
and powerful lobby at Washington.
.__ The Republican party, though long
In power, permitted it to operate
wItholft a protest.
Political Promises.
The Republican party promised safe
and sufficient banking facilities and
currency laws.
-Post panics occurred under Repub-
lican financial measures,
The Democratic party enacted n cur•
rent,- law hint 'possesses real elnse
()city. It "stretches"- further Ginn
Wail street. it reaches all streets, and
the federal reserve system will fore-
stall all future panics.
Farmer Given Proper Place..
The next '20 years olli. see rural
merien transformed' by the unleash-
ing of American rural iipterpriti mid
energy through the Wilson a diitinis.
trntion's wonderful "Interlocking" se-
ries of la passed to give the funner
his rights 4s a business man.,
So..*
TO WASH BLANKETS
OPERATION TAKES TIME IF GOOD
WORK IS WANTED.
Warm Water, Ammonia, and White
Soap Is Recommended—Article*
lffiiiit-en No Accounf 1141-Sub-
Paled to Rubbing.—
Tarrft Ma Matter of Business.
The first utah step In the direction
of taking the tariff out of polities was
the toilesege of the tnriff coutiniselon
hill during the Wilson ;administration.
.fhat bill is hot 'perfect. It provides
for a bipertietin ruttier than a non-
partisan commission. But it eititi.(idies
-the principle for which toell'the great
parties have docliere.41. it Should r.--
stilt it. givtng the/ country to ft groat
bitent the dell'arte ilInta 'wetted ty de-
termine (be exact legisindoe it MM.,
ArierlOan business dein:110Ls for its
eneletregeinent.
...1••••
I Itittsi-elennIng meatus funny weury-
last Mtai•A.--Utad-41•14-er.smi-of--44....”-
witlitlitix blankets. It takes it good-
ly tit ))))) int of money from the house-
keepers to send therms to 
The' 1911itet'inlly where there
Is a large futility. 14o the wu iiiii n who
decide,* to "do" her eon blunktets
mhould it-urn the very cosiest way to-
umenge them.
liere is olie myrtle') gunninteed by
eXpOrlelieet.1 housekeeper: Put a
half pint of himonniu low it tub and
stretch the. blankets met. it, wit al-
boa leg them to slip down into the Mild
This should thou be *watered with lease
wurtn water. Thug procesis allows the
follies Of the an iiiiiii to rise through
the bletiket rind looseur the din. Good,
vigoroum squeezing will do the rest.
Rinse in it tub of deur a unn water
find run lightly through the %%ringer.
Here is nnother and more
mite() demigned for use oh
very eddied loisinketm: Air, bent anti
brush the bliiiikete out on the line be-
fore washing, so that every pommitile
piece of fluff and down la removed.
Then alutva a etiolate- ef-hisets-taf-staed-
woe' mipap into a basin, add it to a
pan of boiling %voter nn41 &low it to
"ten" for a few minutes. Now huve
a tub or stationary washtub hnif full
of warm water with a half cupful of
ammenia In it. Mix the soap In with
this, them put in your blonketit. Stir
them ariound with u mtick. but ito not
rub them—squeeze and souse them up
and down, When the top of-the wntet
hegins to ifelltlie scummed with dirt
the -water should be cluinged. The
second water *tinted be like tbe first.
The sousing process muoit4 be repeated
until all the dirt is removed. Rinse
In clear water. Then put them through -
the wringer—the jaws of which should
be very M ide apart or they will make
your tolankets look stringy—and hang
Out on the line.
Blankets should be hung lengthwise
on the line, using plenty of pins, so
that they -have no chance to sag.
Shade is better than sun fbr drying
them. When they are quite dry go
over them well with n clean whisk
broom, brushing with the (inn This
makes them delightfully fluffy. Fold




In small pieces; cook until tender. tout
not broken, and neon add two cupfuls
chicken nient and half, a cupful fresh
pork cooked and cut in 'small pieces;
rover with n crust made as follows.
Sift three tenspotinfuls baking powder
with.-two-ettorttis- flottrittiti two- table-
spoonfuls shortening and half tea-
spoonful Salt. Rub thoroughly togeth-
er and mix t% 11 one small cupful
milk. Put On flcpured•board and press
out with the hands to size required to
cover chicken pie. Bake twenty min-
utes, and serve hot.
__Economical Fruit Jelly.
Save , all the rinds and pulp of
lemons and oranges loft front lemon-
ade or fruit  punch. flut thent_Into_  a 
saucepan and cover with boiling wa-
ter. Boil ten minutes, strain half the
liquid and add sugar to taste—a smtkil
cupful of sugar to one dozen lemon
skins gives a tart, refreshing Telly.
Lastly stir in,a half package of gela-
tin that has been dissolved in a little
cold water, 'Pour Into a mold and
cool. One dozen lemon or orange rinds(
should make n quiart of jelly, and it Is
better flaver and more fruity, that'
when made with the juice alone.
Bacon and Egg Hash.
Smut-Coles a few slices of-tiii&in and
a cold 'rued egg are ,left over from
breakfast smith It Wit problem to makt
use of them. Try chopping them tint
with an equal quantity of boiled or
mashed potatoes. then fry like an ordi
nary hash in -if little toutter, letting It
brown nicely before taking from tht
'pan. Serve with a pnrsley garnish an.:
,vhill sauce or catsup and you will think
you have some brand-new epicurent
dish. If you prefer, -you may make tht
mixture into little cakes and fry ,thew
broon in butter or bacon fat.
Cream of Onion Puree.
Put two or three !atrie onions
through the food chopper mei cook
the juice and pulp in two tablespoon.
fuls of butter until a golden brown
Add a pinch of stela dissolved in' a
tatflespminful of wirier. Have renal
a quart of' milk scalded in a doublt
boiler; add the onions and cook until
creamy. Stetson with salt. Pepper and
paprika tool thicken with criteket
crumbs. Sprinkle gritted cheese over
the top when '.served. Bend buttered
toast bars to the table with dui tamp.
Bacon and Apples-.
Cut the bucon thin and fry it a rich
brown; place on a hot platter and keep
warm while frying the apples. Cut
these in rounds, core, but do not peel;
cook In the bacon fat till render anti
serve uui the pIntter oith the bacon.
Bacon and fried tomatoes are pre-
pared In the'sente way.
For Spotted Paintings.
A few drops' of amnion's hi it cupfui.
of warm miter., applied eerefully, will






Wben you feel yourself taking cold
Perim. Tablets are likely to check
and overcome the sttack.
When your slipetite Is fitful, your food
doe. nor tales duo& Peruna Tablets will invigorate
MR repeats When you are tweak alter Woes. l'eruna Tablets are
Doted for their healthful Tuna Effect When I at•ith diereses you,
_ Tablets trol/ halo rum mamm aridomitrit diadem.*
Manaiks— Tittle are a del ighefilleast iv* Strong catka rtk • weaken and ore followed lerrea, don btanalin NI mild, gently urging the liver to action um(' u,1 1,,uncl as safes.
st. Measseit in their use as &mead th tos habit eeseoit,,tor, i otaanly oVerCOMO
ti LiAcom s boaitdreassifte idivird• the treat mew d ietis an oit ctory Any dru g can supplyre
THE PERVNA COMPANY- - - -Colombo., Old.
. L. DOUGLAS
"THE SHOE THAT HOLDS ITS SHAPE"
$3.00 $3.50 $4.00 $4.50 & $5.00 ArTglietnin
$avo Money by Wearing W. I.. Douglas
shoos. For sale by over 9000 shoo dealers.
The mesa Known Shoes ift the World.
Wt.-Douglas mine and the i1ptn is the booeons of all shoes at the fectory. The value is guaranteed and
the wes.ec peotecied against high prim foe inferior atom The
wail prices an the same evezywhara. They cost no more in San
Prenroca than they do in New Yogic. They are always tenth the
price paid for dam.
116 quality of W. L Douglas product la guaretteed by more.4. ,,, yews ezperience in making fine shoes. The smart
on die leaden in the Fashion Gonne of Aintree.
are made in a well uippasi factory at Brockton, Mae..,
by the highest paid. skated ahosntalcen, under the erection and
supermen of saperwreed men, all working with an lomat
desmunation to make the box shots for the price that money
'.buy.
Ask ?one she* dealer far W. L. Douglas skews. If it, can-not supply you with the kI.Il yon want, take no other
Write far intsreeting booklet texplalning bow to avallETIAZ
I
shoes of th he hig est •L ianill and of an/WO furthe price.
by return mall, postage fres.
/44
LOOK FOR W. L Douglas
name and the retail pries
stamped on the bottom.
Boys' SUSI
kit Is the Woad
Presid•in 00 $2.60 & $2.00
W. I.. I',,uia. 0.4104. CO, Brockton, Masa.
Thoroughbred!
Allem ir bay meta - sad
It pin as bey 
OVERALLS,WORK SHIRTS etc of
Stifels
hidigo Cloth
c5tanclard for over 75 yews
are every inch thoroughbred. Firm, strongly
woven cloth, that resists wear and weather.
Color that lasts as long as the cloth.
You ean tell the genuine STIFEL'S INDIGO
by this little markjar stamped on the
back of the cloth in. aide the garment.MOW giaw
Look for it — and you'll never be disappointed in the wear of your workingclothes — for it's the CLOTH in the garment that gives the wear.
Ci.eliMat.f.e- L STIFELP&SONS.s tarsal by • • Print.,'.WHEELING, WEST VIRGINIA
Rey Torlt...M0-882(tinreti St. San Pranelsolt..Postal Tel. Bldg. St. Pool 114 Beidloott Bldgrbilselelptlia Ala Market St. Joeepb. lio..Bozton Bk Bldg. Iforonto..14 Mancbester BldgBolton. ...... .A1 Bedf..rd St. Baltimore Coca-Cola Bldg. Winn! peg , aOuliammund Bldg.Clansau.ala sr. Jackom Blvd. Bt. Louis MB Viatorla Bide. Montreal- }Lan ter tit vale ht.
Paradoxical Effect
"They say tite_hubit osnoteringiuxe
(lures a fired, set expreesion."
"Yes; it set-his strange, doesn't It,
that an Auto face shouldn't be also n
Mobile one?"
DON'T LOSE YOUR HAIR
Prevent It by Usi.ng Cuticura Soap and
Ointment. Trial Free.
If your scalp is Irritated, Itching and
'burning and your hair dry nnd falling
out in handfuls try the following treat-
ment. touch spots of dandruff and
Itching with Cuticura Ointment and
follow with hot shampoo of Cuticura
Soap. Absolutely nothing better.
Free sample each by mail with Book
Address postcard. Cuticura, Dept. L.
Boston. Suld everywhere.—Adv.
Of all colors, red is the most con-
spicuous at a distance.
W
e•
eak, Falnty Heart. and Hysterics
can be rectified by taking -Renovine" a
beast and nerve took. Price soc and Si. Mt
London, -England,  pare-
firemen for the arnty.
Critnialattd Eyelids, Sties, Inflamed Eyes
relieved over night by Roman Eye Balsam.
'this trial pr t • Its mtrit. Adv.
Hair tonics raise more hopes -than
Out of the Mouths of Babes
Tommy, what IX TIM pea-
sessive form of Mr. Vail?
Tommy—Mrs. Vail.
ir•mf, 11fsv. orbot's mod fee • esti bride eliddr•
-11.0• way. dwir ley. Mwt daytime halm be• told tau wally. uy other Juliette othaohot,
Ur boot Wag pueblo ties wed sr arooettab UAWoat well Masora but.: • ... tattoos mod to soo
Boschee's
German Syrup
Has for the last SI years been steadily
used in all parts of the ciailized world
for the rapid relief of colds, coughs,bron-
chills, throat and lung irritation. No
other remeciv has sieh a remarkable
record of w ideepread distribution. 25e.
and 75C. Sizta at druggists et Cr' v. here.
1111/fidEfef Wilt 1=11.°ln, st7,1 9.-__assoassis
Wenn time. Send Me for portico an MIL
osmium -tune. Money back if net eateelerl.
SHOES AT RETAIL lirbits'm010,BANN au MAUL IP42 N. 4.• rand. BT. 101:121. 1110i
"ROUGHon HATS"Br:LtrotrafraM
hair. —W. N. U,. MEMPHIS, NO. 48-1916-.—
DO YOU GET UP WITH A LAME BACK?
Have You Rheumatism, Kidney, Liver or
Bladder Trouble ?
Fain or dull ache in the back is often
evidence of kidney treuble. It is Nature's
timely warning to show you that the track
of health is not clear.
Danger Signals.
If .these danger signals are unheeded
more serious resod:is may be expected,
kidoor trouble in its worst form may steal
-upon you.
Thotisands of people have testified that
the mild ale' immediate effeet of Swamp-
Root, the great kidney, liver and bladder
remedy, is soon realised—that it stands
the highest for its remarkable curative
effect in the most distressing eases. It
you need a medicine, you should have the
best.
Lame Back.
TAM* bark ia only .one of many 'prin..'
toms of kidriel trouble. Ot Her symp-
toms showing that you Inv...peed Swamp-
Root are. being subject to embsreeloina
and frequent bladder troubles day .and
night, irritation, sediment, etc.
Lack of eontrol, smarting, uric acid,
dizziness, indigestion. sleeplessness, nerv-
ouseess, eemetimes tlse heart acts badly,
rheilma4ism, bloating, lack of ambition,
may be loss of flesh, sallow complexion.
Prevalency of Kidney Disease.
Most people do not realize the alarm-
ing incrvase and remarkable orevaltow7
of kidney disease. , While kidney die
'orders are among the most common
diseapea that prevail, they are sometimes
the last recognized by patieota, stoke
very often conteist themselves with doctor-
s's" the erects, while the orleosal disease
may constantly undertnike the systent.
Regular fifty-cent and one-dollar ease
betties at ill drug stores.
Don't make any i*istake. but remember
the name, Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Reot, and
the eddreis. Binghamton, N. ''Y.., which
you will Ind on every bottle. .•
SPECIAL NOTE--Tvu may obtain a sample sim bottle of Swamp-Root tgreadoeing
ten 'centsto itr Kilmer & Co.. Rineliamton. N. V. This gives rou the eppertealty
I o pr • VP the remarkable merit of this medieine. They will also &rota' you a book id
valuable Anbrmation. containing many -of the thousands of grateful letters opee„.,.,,t
from men and armee who say they found Swantp-Root to be just tbe remedy needed- is kidney, liver and bladder troubles. The value and suenos of Swamp-Root Sr. so
well known that our readers are advent to 'end for a sample size beetle address Dr.
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Illinimmost it Sae eoetome. at Murray. Kentucky, tor trauatulaalou throu‘h
the mails as sirooud class matter.
. • NIGHT fillOY
Tit tt as oa Y. :1( IT V.N1111.; It ;IL 1518
4•1:9.. . Nioht studying means _ r -
; • Rainey Well, received the sec- 
. 6000 NEWS log on the child's vision .-so if%sad highest number of votes of 'saLue_AatagioxiLL   YOUR boy or girl ci9mplaine
—111 Canton one voted for Rainey .'Good news travels fast," andl-ibout lis or her eves it would be
ellijellIAMME11110111••••••1111•11114
- Mik la Mater.
Why do your crows give hiss
milk In winter than they do in
1
summer? Just bicsuse nature
does not supply them ramie. and
green food. But we, have come
to the assistants of Dame Na.
with B. A. Thome' Stock
Remedy which cootalne the very
ingredlanta• -tier-green te
lumina in . season. on I y. of
course, in _a more highly concen-
trated-fOrni— Wigueran ee a







-eras just a warmla' up sprint.
• 'awed Bill's" Assailaat Arrested.
luin" la just nAlusiv gail4iLidornirare-ttiati-tcriparit—where-thireyer.--
lieraprinting Wait a few short relief may be found Man a
years and he'll show you some lame, weak and aching back is
eJunin' what is runnin'. Thi----$ bid no more, thanks to Doan's
Kidney Pills. Here Is an exam-
ple worth reading:
W. R Broach, ex-county as-
sessor, Murray, Ky., says: "I
hive had attack•of-Itiditey-trou.
ble occasionally and have always
taken Doan's Kidney Pills. They
have never failed to help me.
Others have also told me whatlerisibiiitv and robbed -hittl Of
,zset wen, $200 and 000 on the great good they have had from
this medicine."eight of November near Third
and Clay streets, was wrested , Price 50c. at all dealers. Don't
simply ask for a kiduey remedyat Fourth and Broadway Sunday
—get Doan's Kidney Pills—the
e thatlifr.—BreTeet °s-
aw lunt cf absent witnesses on N. V.
ter-Milburn Co., Prom, Waal°.
L A. tSlim) Bradford, a res.
-auranf worker, who ii alleged
z;‘) have knocked down W. W.
Humphreys, a farmer of Cello.
way county, choked hint to 'in-
Afternoon by Police Captain W al-
England—ancrUciced up on a
itharge of highway robbery. On
aoth aides the case was continu- The Sneed Week of Court—
,.14 in police court this morning 1
vigil Wednesday. Humphreys' Saturday will' close the second
'rad been in town with friends week of the regular ;November -
lad met up with Bradford. They term of the Calloway CountylCir-
took io the i&ifhts" and whilencat,courtand_tw that;ttiaux
thatif were returniiig to the large number of cases will have
iiikei43 district Bradford is alle.g. -been-tried. The grand jury' fin-
eel to have struck Humphreys ished its labors last Saturday and
and robbed . him. When Hum- Was discharged. A total of fif-
ahreys recovered consciousness teen indictments were returned
kie made his way to a light. It for the following ofienses: Ma-
mma at Riverside Hospital that liCi0113 shaoting one; assault one;
lais injuries were attended to. carrying concealed_ deadly vveap-
_Bradford left Paducah, accord- ons three; raising check one;
isz to the police and had just barn burning one; forgery: one;
yeturned when Captain England
taught him. - Paducah Sun.
Dyspepsia is America's curse.
To restore digestion, normal
weight, good health . and purify
tine blood, use Burdock Blood
county. One is the suit of W. L.'litters. Sold at all drug stores.
Price $1.00.
John Mc Clayton has returned
to Murray after spending sever-
iii   at hi old home in Ap-




CORRECT glasses, If fitted In
time, will save money, worries,
pains and cost in after life.
We are especially equipped for
thorough examination and taking
elfacting care in ALL detail, of
the work. Reasonable charges.
Orvis C. Wells, Optometrist
Hardware! Hardware! Bucy
Bros. wan/lour hardware trade.
give more milk, and







Stops Pain At On,
For Man and Retard
:ie. 50c. $1. At All Dealing.
!MEN
Mr. Ed Starks. of Somerville,
the-cf.,— the- oast
wesk the guest of relatives. He
tells that Charley Starke, who
• Ws •1,
 ,..........".••••••""""""1-
Wanted.- Gowl bird dog. 
Set
Harold Schroeder.
lless'e Pensive makes 
hens
lay. Get it from Iliwy 
Bros. p
See the Murray 
il'4rniture , a
, Undertaking Cu. for 
coffins rat.
i lots or- rebes.




lar. —Wells Jewelry I 
)epartment,'
' Allen Building, 
upstairs.
of meat ehopOers in 
Murray.
Duey Bros. have the belt line
ing. II
i -
Bill1911$'.. Fei,flietii-y after Sat-
ing? Bitter taste mptexton
todinw? Liver perhsos needs A
left Murray some twelve months wakening up. oa
For Sale.-68 acre improvea UM, is getting along !Inc h. is for billious attacks. 
2'ic all stores
farm; •10 in cultivation; new five farming on the street corners'
room house outbuildings and or. while whittling goods boxes out i Doing tits 
Work.
chard; all fenced with woven from under himself. W. T. Nanney, Noel, Mo.. Wile
wire; living apting water; close
hool, -church, echoer
and saw mill. For quick sald will
take $1,250.--See or write R. L.
Nichols, Paris, Tenn.. Rt. 5. p




tor kidney Me. Doen's Ointment
for skin itching. Doan'sRegulets
for a mild laxative. Sold at all
g 0 .
*
tel. "Your B. A. ;Thomas Holt
Powder it doing __the work down 
in this part of ,the world. It
proved to be what we needed to
prevent and cure hog cholera and




"Any timt you want real
Cai.,,ntet Rd:":
i.o%cler! Aly gaoler =CS' 1
, . other; —
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it-rero troney.lealinretilnes
Ii0n4 far itoperior tO war re ilk and soda.
Illikaangtoeste‘#.
breach of peace on: cutting;one:
meanful taking of property one;
selling liquor one.
There yet remains on the dock-
et two c...ses of consider2ble im-
portance to the people of the
Whitnell again.A the old fair as-
sociation for a deed to the fair
grounds, which is to come up
Saturday. The suits of differ-
ent tobatco Of this—piace
against persons for reselling the
1915 crops of tobacco is docketed
for next Monday.
The jury failed' to reach an
agreement in the suit of Wilbur
Hawes against Whitley Lafoun,
sheriff of Weakleycounty,Tena.,
and after two days' deliberation
was discharged. The_ suit was
for $15,000 damages for false ar-
rest. It is said that fourlirstood
for one cent and costs for the
plaintiff while eight were in fa-
vor of a verdict for defendant.
Aged Wean Dies.,
Mrs. Sarah Douglas, widow of
the late Lee Douglas, died at her
home in the Pleasant Grove vi-
cinity Monday of heart failure,
being 7•-• years of age.
She had been a member of the!
Christian church since early gid-
e:Kid-and *a* a goocl—thristian
woman. She is sdrvived by six
daughters.
The funeral was conducted at
' Sinking Springs church Tuesday
by Rev. Outland. Thelfinter-
ment took place in; old Concord
, cemetery.
-Wheat 'Deposits.
To our friends and customers:who
have wheat deposits with us:—
We request that you come and
get your flour before Decemter
IS.- We are in a good run of
when now and can give you
good flour made in; our mill, if
you will come and get it now.,
Thanking yoe foi,. your patron;
'age, we are Yourirtruln--
- Lynn Grote Milling Co..
--..,--7----t",'-•Farmers, mechanics, railroad.
"era, laborers, rely on Dr. Thom-
as' Electric Oil. Fine for
Itaarna, bruises. Should be kept
in everf 25c and SOc.
I Paul Patterson, of Paducah,vent Sunday lathe city. guest




For all the, family. All grades in
lisle and silk. 'All prices from _Ike,
25c, 50c, and up.
lierode' Underwear
For women and misses, separate





Your ;,ailroad or-boat fare -
refunded accor'ding to the






















ANNUAL FALL SALE NOW ON 
Your dollar will surely do its duty hete—we contracted for thousands of dollars'worth 1)1 goods
_Won the_advances and you can now reap' thebenefit. -Every section of -this b.riglat bt store 
is filled with new and attractive Fall_goods afTowést possihle prices. t •
Stunning New Suits Big Showing of Coats
, $15.00 AND $19.50 $10, $13.75, $15, Ere*
All sizes; from girls'. to the extra stout sizes The largest selection we have ever shown. All
-the newest ,materials=antl New York' S latestEvery new material and color. Alterations
-met. modes. •
TheNewMi1linerySection-
Is the talk ofl'aducah. The latest Parisian creations at
popular prices. By all means come here for your Fall hat, z,
for this department is Style headquarters. Special-sale o
,TrimTned Hats now on at
$3.98 AND $5.00
Blankets, comforts
Special sale now on. Blankets froui
98c to IN; comforts from $12i to
$3 Carpet Sweeper 98c
A gent.vfic)„.$3 .carpet sweoper
_2 that absolutrl;„ --guar_intectl.• \\*‘• do
this for adv.ertisiog-9$c. • Ten .‘ nts






ihe and styles in
kid' gloves,
Dress God, Silks
rg • it atill at IC+WeSt




.:- Your t-e-t1(1' %%ill be fillecie
by an >110pper—All •
..• .*.or.:44•17.4 1) 4 within w


































































Baking powder"; -mtirlo from alum or
phosphate may be bought for il trifle less
than Royal Baking Powder. which is made
from cream of tartar, del ived from grapes.
Alum powders arc put only cheap, but
t}y-diflur grcatly_ia_lessusaajug pg;svor. -
If a cheat:, baking powder l uses1 rar-ia 
fine-sake end the calte turaskaattt-
there is a waste of costly nuiterials worXtii.
more than Li whole can of tho cheap bak-
ing powder.
Royal Baking Powder produces the
finest food, and its use therefore, results in
an actual Saving.






Buy your grates from Bury
Bro!.
Attention is directed to the
splendid quarterly statement of
the old reliable Bank of Murray
published in this issue.
License to marry wag issued
-.It-- to H.- D-. Lawrence, son of Jim
Lawrence, and Miss Jessie Jack-
son, daughter of John Jackson,
the past week.'
-Miss Amanda Wear left the
past week for Jaticsonville, N.
C., where she will have charge
of the department of expression
in the high school.
Wes Lipford has returned to
Calloway from Bellville, Ark.,
where he has been making his
home for some time. He will
locate in this county.
Mr. and Mrs. Muke Overby
and children, Mr. and Mrs. Jesse
• Wallis and children, Mr. and
Mrs. Marvin Fulton and Miss
Mary Wallis, of Murray, motor-
• ed to Trigg county Sunday and
remained until Monday .visiting
the families of Messrs. Walter
Millerr and Charley Wallis.-Ca-
diz Record.
Robert Holt Farris, one of the
aged and esteemed citizens of
the county and who resided a few
miles southeast of town, died last
Thursday at the age of 73 years.
He was a member of the Cumb-
erland Presbyterian church and
was well known in the county.
He is survived by four sons and
one brother together with many
other relatives. The burial took
place in the Forrester cemetery
after funeral services by Rev. J.
Mac Pool.
Nat Ryan, Jr., and Miss Eve-
lyn Trevathan were .united in
marriage last Saturday evening
at about 6 o'clock at the "Old
Chestnut Tree". In Henry coun-
ty. Rev. W. J. Beale said the
ceremony that joined them in
wedlock, Mr. Ryan is a son of
Nat Ryan, the merchant, and
wife, is a native of this city and
is one of the most splendid boys
ever reared in Murray. His bride
is a daughter of Circuit Court
Clerk L. C. Trevathan, and is a
• charming little lady with many
friends and admirers. At pres-
ent they are boarding with Mrs.
Dill Phillips.
4
Eggs 37c at Huey Bros.
Bucy Bros. are agents for the
famous Chase & Sanborn c)ffee
and teas.
If it's a coffin, casket or robe,
see our immense stock. Murray
Furniture & Undertaking Co.
(;. P. Hughes, of the west side
of the county, left this week for
Bowling Green, where he will
enter t h e Western Kentucky
State Normal.
Hafford Hay, of Irvine, Ky.,
arrived here the latter part of
the past week on a visit to home
folks. He was aecompanied by-
his wife and sip.
J. M. Cole has been nursing
pet on the back of his wrist the
past week. Some of .Jim' as close
friends declare that it can beat
Hughes running.
I have just received a lot of
new mounts and folders far hol-
iday trade. See sample pictures
before buying your. Xmas pres-
ents.-Myers' Studio.
Called meeting Murray Lodge
No. 103, F. & A. M., Saturday
night. Work in the third. Mem-
bers of sister lodges are invited
to attend.-J. H. Churchill, W.M.
Mrs._11-E. Holton and chi'.
dren and Mrs. M. E. Frazee have
returned home after a several
days' visit to their son and bro-
ther, Will Frazee, of Nashville,
-Tenn.
The two year old daughter of
Zollie Norsworthy and wife, of
the northwest part of the coun-
ty, died the past week of mengi-
tis. The burial took place in the
Dale grave yard.
J. A. Butler, of the Kirksey
section of the county, left this
week for Paducah where he will
reside. Mr. Butler retained his
farm, machinery and live stock
and the Ledger makes the pre-
diction that he will come back
to old Calloway before the katy-
dids come again.
'W. Wade and-W. W.Me
Elrath last week completed the
exchange of property wherby the
former comes into possession of
the latters stock of groceries and
residence. Mr.' McElrath gets
the Wade farm east of Almo.
Wade has moved the stock of
groceries to the building one
door east of the Parker jewelry
store. He has also moved to the
McElrath residence. Mr. McEl-
rath has moved to the J.E.Owen
place on Price street.
DISTRESSING RHEUMATISM
How many people, crippled and lame from rheumatism,owe their condition to neglected or incorrect treatment!
It is the exact combination of pure Norwegian Cod LiverOil with glycerine and hypophosphites as contained in
• KOITIENIBI
that has made Scott's famous for relieving rheuma-tism when other treatments have utterly failed.
H you are a rheumatism sufferer, or feel its firstsymptoms, start on Scott's Emulsion at once,
IT MAY BE EXACTLY WHAT YOU NEED.
• Scott & Swim. Illeestlisid. N. J
Scott Otypii Wedding Aaaosacsd.
Friday afternoon, 17th,
Mrs. W. L Fulton and Mrs. W.
S. Swan entertained at the home
of Mrs. Swan the musical ilepart-
merit of the Weill:mai Club. .The
husinuaa session was followed by
a splendid program, in which
Mesdamem Joe Ryan, and Robert
Mason. and Misses Wear and Ed-
wards participated.-
IL' cone us on o IPpro-
rain the guests were InVited.in-
the _dining _room w hum
daintily appointed table bare un--
mistakable "earmarks." T ii e
centerpiece was formed of kew-
pies holding up large hearts con-
taiing"noticeofremoval galore"
and other similar devices. The
place ,cards weru. t I n v, white
Marti with pun arid Ink-sketches
of cupid In many guises, and on
the Inner heart was announced,
"Scott-Owen, Dec. '20." Mrs.
Swan gave a toast to the "Ra-
diant Red Haired Girl,"to which
Miss Owen graciously responded.
Besides the regular music club
members there were present Mn.
Elmua J. Beale, Mrs. Thos. P.
Con_t_of Honk' nevi M rs. -
McEl rath, Mrs. H. G.. Wattling-
ton, Mrs. A. Wilkinson and
Mrs. .1. E. Owen,
Charges Against Mn Killed.
RIPON
Of the eondit ion of the Bank. of,
Murray, doing business at the
town of Murray, county of 'Cal-
loway, atate Of Kentucky, at the
close of btiteinetia on the ilth
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1 This MonthUshers in the
Union City, Tenn., Nov. 16.-
Charges against Rev. W. C. Wa-
ters. of Dyersburg; Tenn., and
Rev. L. 1). Hamilton, presiding
elder of the Paris district, were
withdrawn at this morning's ses-
sion of the Memphis conference.
The charges did not concern the
moral conduct of the two di-
vines, but merely concerned their
administration. The were brou-
ght up by Rev. A. D. Maddox,
who after an investigation set-
tled the matter satisfactorialy
without a trial. There was no
unpleasantness.
- --
Messrs. Judson & Walker, At-
lanta, Ga.. are in the city for
the purpose of blocking and
numbering the business houses
and residences. They are ex-
perienced in the line and are
making a very nominal price to
the citizens for the work.  Ap
plication has been made for free
delivery for Murray and it will
be granted at an early date, and
befere this is done it is neces-
sary to have all streets named
and all buildings numbered. It
is the purpose of the city coun-
cil to rename the streets of the
city, numbering the streets run-
ning north and south and give
names to the avenues running
east and west. Every citizen of
the town should welcome this
improvement and lend every as-
sistance looking toward its early
accomplishment.
Miss Florence Simpson, dau-
ghter of Judge 8. P. Simpson
and wife, died at the family res-
idence on East Main Crops St-,
Saturday evening at about 6 o'-
clock after along illness. Miss
Simpson, while an invalid for
many years. possessed a happy,
sunny disposition and numbered
her friends by the score. She
was a devout christian, and was
a member of the Baptist church
since childhood. Her death is a
sad blow to her aged parents,'
who have the sympathy of many
friends in their bereavement.
The funeral services were con-
ducted Sunday afternoon at the
home by Revs. H. B. Taylor and
W. J. Beale, after which the re-
mains were laid to rest in the
City Cemetery.
Lost, Strayed or Stolen.- One
black and white spotted bob-tail-
ed setter bird dog, slightly deaf
and answers to the name of Don.
Will pay a liberal reward for his
return or any infOrmation as to
his wherabonts.----Harold Schroa-
der, at Murray Furniture and
Undertaking Co's store. -
A fine casket can be bought at
the Murray Furniture tt, -Under-
taking Co. for little money. See
them. -
Save your fuel by buying a
'Dutch oven from Bucy }Arm p
Niel .11 hot o• a -It items .!,ia•e.:14
bank nig House. I. 'minims
iiitl illitures 1.!4 
tither Ural Estate • 1,101 IN)
( ether Amets not inelieled
under ati) ..rulp,%0 head.. ". IN)
Total -1 110,411.1.4
LIAIMATIEA: -




peleasa alifi laser; paid • 4,11,1.07
tiolio4Trie •Wietto .11.111,118.11/11
14.111;011i I *Ill NSW,. la
I 1..114)%1 151






Nolte. 1041 Bills lied1.4-
' et-muted
1 blends 00
Ileserie for taxes •fib
Pa.% able On
(Pt her 1.131111111es pot incluel-
ed under any or aim.‘.. head. 011
•
'Fee Lai 1 r4taaraa,
State 'nf itrmtneky. )
( • tinily tor I Looway
e. E. S. 1 fiuguld and .1. E. ()w-
en. President and Cashier of the
above named Kink, • do •solemnly
f,iwear that the above statement is
true to Ow best of our knowledge and
belief.
E. S. Difig61, President.
.1. E. ()wen. I 'ashler.
14...11. Dees, .1. D. Sexton and W. S.
Swan, Directors.
Subscribed and sworn to this 20th
day of Nov., 1910. My.cimimission ex-
pires Feb.. 18, 1020. lieu Grogan, •N.
P.
Lyan Grove and Hardin.
Hardin, Ky., Nov. $
tight and well-played game here
this afternoon, the Hardin girls'
basketball team, champions of
Marshall county, defeated the
girls' team -Lynn--Grovev.
are-Chimpions of Calloway coun-
ty. The final score was 13 to 11.
The 'games between the two
teams now stand 1 to I, and the _ 
final game will be played next
Saturday at Murray for the
championship o' the two coun-
ties. The referee of yesterday's
game was Oliver; umpire, Jack-
son.
Card of Thanks.
We desire to take this public
method of expressing our sincere
appreciation of the many kind-
nesses shown our dear daughter
and sister during her long ill-
ness and death. Also to thank
the physicians who gave her
such close and careful attention.
It is our prayer that each of you
be as generously rewarded when
sickness and death comes' into
your homes, and may the richest
blessings of heaven attend each
of you is our wish.-S. P. Simp-
son and family.
Rad Lane,of Hickman, brought
his nine year old son to the Mur-











This Store is a Real Service Organization
for Men and Boys Who Want Good Clothe!
You dont make your own clothes you make the
money for them. Somebody must serve you in the mat.
ter. Who?
•
Service means more than selling something politer 
-and-delivering it promptly. It means looking out for
your interests when WE buy; long before YOU buy. It
means having ready the kind of clothes you ought to
have-the quality, the style, the workmanship that will
represent full value for your money. And that means,
from our experience,
Hart, Schaffner & Mark, and Frat Cloth-. ing for Men and Perfection
Clothes for Boys.
You can be sure of value in these clothes: you can be




When it Comes to Shoes
we are awfully strong. The market
is still advancing but we are yet sell-
ing shoes at old prices. The sooner
you buy the more money you will
save. We have a full line of Hats.








Eggs are not bankable bdt the
money from their sale is. This
money is yours for the effort.
How do you treat the hen that
lays the Golden Eggs? B. A.
Thomas' Poultry Remedy will
keep the poultry in good condi-
tion and increase the yield in
eggs. We guarantee this and re-
fund your money if not satisfied.
-Sexton Bros.
- - — -
Shell some nice corn and take
it to Bucy Bros. and get your
hardware, groceries and queens.
ware.
See the finest line of caskets
in Western Kentucky at the Mur-
ray Furniture& Undertaking Co.
Fine selection of rings and la-
1




1'6 readers of this paper will be
pleased to learn thao there is lit
least -oho dreaded disease that
science has been able to cure hi all
its stages, and that is Catarrh.
Hall's (atarrli Cure is the only posi-
tive cure now known to the medical
fraternity. catarrh being a consti-
tutional disease, requires • constitu-
tional treatment. Hall'ss Catarrh
cure is taken internally, acting di
rectly upon the blood and mucous
surfaces of the system, thereby de-
stroving the foundation of the dis-
ease and giving the patient strength
by building up the constitution and
assisting bature in doing it. work.
,Th. Rroprietorn have so much faith
in its curative powers that they offer
One Hundred Dollars for any case it
fails to cure Send for list of testi-
monials •
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, 0.
• Sold by all druggist. 76c.
valiers at the Wells Jewelry De- Take Hall's Family Fills for coo-
partment. Allen Bldg., upstairs. 
nripation.
Your groceries will be clean Wanted, to exchange loaded
ahelles for nice shelled corn atand new if yOu get them fromi
part of the p.is. week to have a Bucy Bros. $L00 per bushel. -Bucy Bros. p
grain Of corn that had lodged in saw i-At Sexton B Lod ads- 'ros. e ger pay 100 per cent.the boy's windpipe removed. He  
returned home Sunday, The,18 -
months old child of Arthur Flip-
po, of Lynn Groves who has
been at the hospital for a simi-
lar trouble, having had a pea-
nut removed from his windpipe,
has recovered and been taken
home.
Mike Beale and wife, of Mar-
tin. Tenn., spent several days of
the past week in the county, the
guests of his mother at Almo and
L. C. Trevathan and family and -
other relatives, of this city. it
was his first visit to Murray in
some time. He has been located
at Martin, where he owns a bar-
ber shop, the past three years.
Bucy Bros. will pay $1.00 in
trade for nice shelled corn. p
rbint::3 PPPP c-Ap P_P_Pcicito
Sores and Wounds (1° the limbs or bodyshould not be neglected.




It is an excellent remedy to keep in the house for prompt use
when accidents occur. Try it for Cuts. Wounds. Sores. Galls,
Swellings. Chafed Skin, Sore Feet, Oak or Ivy Poisoning. It is
good for human or animal flesh. Price 25c. 50c sod $1 per Wit.
JAS. F. BALLARD, Proprietor, S. LOUIS, MO.
Viref
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TUG AND CREW SUNK
BY DEUTSCHLAND
CONVOY_ OF SUBMIIIISISLE SINT
tO 4110T1ON—PIVII LIVES
ARE LOST. •
ACCIDENIT CAUSED BY EDDY
blight Damage -9*--Deuteentartd•ebred
oral InvestIgatIen NVIII Pinyon'
MerchantreN From Leaving
Several Days.
New London. Conn - The collision
ehich caused the merchant submarine
Deutmehland to abandon her return
voyage to Germany almost at Its out•
set, when a convoying tug, the T. A.
Scott, Jr., was sunk with a crew of
vonten,T1 now the subjia a—tior•
'lush federal Investigation.
the l'nited States Inspectors of
steañt Vessels, headed by Capt. W. IC.
Withey. are inquiring from witnesses
about the conditions under which the
submarine, slipping out of the harbor
le the darkness so that she ntight sub-
merge In neutral waters before day-
break, ran down the tug which was
ailing as her protector, off Race Rock,
just outside this port. The testimony
being heard from Capt. Paul K000lg
tire- Deutschland. frO111-1F. -W. KM
mitt, his chief °Meer, and from Hans
Kleese, his chief engineer. It is being
I eard in secret, but it became known
through statements outside the cham-
ber that the collision was an accident.
Surrivors who will ditteuss'the mat-
ter are agreed that It was due to
combination of swift currents which
Carried the tug off Its 'course and
across the bow of the submarine and
to the darkness -which-was to t the
Deutschland'a medium of safety, but
which instead prevented ready observ-
ance of the danger ahead. Capt. Kne-
nig would nay only -to questioners:
"It Is a terrible thing to lose those
good men. I feel It deeply. You mute
excuse me"
Capt. HInsch Was Rescued.
Before the inmpectore fix the Menlo
for the loss of the Scott and her crew,.
they will hear the testimony of Capt.
Frederick Hinson An official of th3
Eastern Forwarding Company, who
was the only survivor of the tug. Capt.
Hinsch was thrown from the desk-
house of the tug, on which he was
standing. Into the ruslitne water of
the race, where he was reecued, al-
most exhausted, by the crew of sthe
tug Camille following behind. ('apt
Munch -was unconscious after the ten
cldent so exhausted that it may be
several days before he is able to
testify.
CONTRACTS FOR WARSHIPS
Navy Department Lets Contracts for
Fourteen High-Powered Modern
Destroyers.
Washington.- Awards for the con-
truction of 14 on the torpedo boat
deetroyers, authorized by the jest na-
val'epproprlation bill, are announced
by the navy department. The Fore
River-- filtOptiUnding corporation of
Quinc)', Mass., Will construct eight,
and the Initon'Iron 'Works Conipany
of San Frandsen six vessels. -
A contract ler four vessels of this
type was 'previonaly awarded -to- the
Bath Iron NVorks, Bath. Me. Contracts
have been let for Pt of the e0 ye:torts
authorized. The department Is un-
decided whether the remaining two
ships will be built by contract or at a
navy yard.
The minimum price for the con-
struction of the destroyers Is fixed at
$1,200,e0ii each. They will have a dis-
placement of 1,1. tons, will be 310
feet In length. have 35 knots speed,
and will carry a battery of four 4-inch
-triple torpedo tubes.
Teutons Are Pursued.
Bucharest (via London). -From the
border of Western Moldavia tol.the
Slants and Oltuz valleys, in Triansyl.-
yenta. Austro-German tercets are be-
ing pursed beyond the frontier by
Roumanian troops, according to an-
nouncement of the Roumanian war of-
fice. In the Jful valley Roumanians
tgve been forced- back to second line
trenctes, and also have been Obliged
to yield ground In the Alt valley.
Tetslions Capture Village and Many
--Prisenere—Attacke Near Al.
, ilsehti Repulsed.
Petrogrod iris Lieidonl The cap-
ture by the Austen Itutetarlan forces
which are invading Roumania of the
village of Lireshe In the ('anigniung
area, Is armee/tied (rem the war atilt
The Rmintentans also have evaSualt d
the village of Tirguriull, in the itul
Mine
The announcement reads:
"Western Otto.. Ian front): In the
region of the heights east of !ionic'
donut Malicia) the enemy by his ar-
tillery fire let hindering ss trim re.
stortnr-rtur recaptured trefiettee
"In the wooded Carpathians the en
only took the airwave in the region
southwest of Vakarnk and in the re
glen of ('apul Mountain. The nitwit
was arrested by our fire
"In the region of Jacobeni, West of
Austrian Kimpolunit. we ventured sev-
eral heights and took some prisoner..
"Roumanian front: In Transylvania.
In the Tirgull 'alley and in the direc-
tion of Itouniantan KiMpolunge R'amp'
%dime) the enetur again launched a
series of attacks and has taken port
session of the village of Lirepittinorth
east of Cantpulungl. Attache in the
region of Albechti were repelled
"In the Alt and Jiul districts the en-
emy, considerably re-enforced by treat"
forces, Is launching persistent attacks
The village of Tirgunullp, In the vat
Icy of the Jiul, has been evacuated by
the Roumanians.
"Danube front: Tao Situation is sn
viteneed.
-Caucasian front.: There Is nothlfirt-
ef importance to report."
CHINA MAY MIXUP IN WAR
•
China Threatens To Take Up Arms
Against France Over Land
Seizures.
New York- A possibility that China
'may heome involved In the world war
because of diplomatic complications
with France over porreession of terri
-tory in Tientetn adjoining the Fretteh
concession is suggested in a cable-
grain from Peking made iniblie by Pat-
rick Gallagher. editor of the Far East-
ern Bureau, 13 Astor Place,
According to the bureau's Peking
representative, the situation is scre-
eds. The French charge d-uffaires at
Peking—displeased, the cable mes•
sage says. because the Chinese minis-
try delayed in coding to lance ltaif
of the 700-acre district I Tientsin
known as Hai Kuungse Wa--author-
lzed the sending of French police into
thiii territory on Oct: 21. _ -
Nine Chinese policemen and citi-
zens were arrested and put in prison.
This action by the French ()Meant
called forth a protest from the (nib
nese ministry and aroused indignatien
among the inhabitants of Tienitsin, the
measage contieues.
In spite of several attentpts at set-
tlement, the Chineav and lerenrh au-
thorities are represented to be at n
deadlock and the nun are still in
prison. On Nov. 6 the French minis
ter at Peking. acting-id behalf of En-
gland. Itusala and Japan, attempted to
-Mediate. hi.'. failedbecause the Chi-
nese ministry claimed lack of time to
prepare a written memorandum of the
conference for forwarding to the
French charge d'affaires.
"Nut only are the people of Tlentein
now excemilng1y indignant over the
affair," says the i ablogratit. "but it Is
apprehended that the military classes
throughout the elide country may be
aroused to demand vigorous action In
✓ n indicatio of China's rights."
— —
STRIKERS RETURN TO WORK.
I
Guardsmen Are on Duty to See That
Eviction Writs Are Carried Out.
Anderson, S. C.-- Till' carding aryl
spinning departments of the Equinox
cotton mill, which Nair—been closed
since the operatives struck August 31
have reopened. Inifty•three operatives
appeared for work. Five companies
of the_ state guardsmen are on duty
near the mills. •
Plan Big Terminal.
New York.—Plans for what will
probably be the largest marine and
industrial terminal in the country, to
be built at Bayonne. N. J...at an esti•
mated cost of over $7,000.000, were
made public here. The' site Is easily
accessible from New York. and one of
the principal objects of the proposed
expenditure Is to releve the harbor




Irish registrar and ias-ued by the goy
ernmentnitace the total number of men
of military age in Ireland. baited
the national _registration of 1915, at
--547.£427. Deducting 245,876 -who are
considered indispensable to the indus-
tries of Ireland, 130.241 vrtlel have join-
ed the army (sin('e the outbreak of the
war,eend those who are unfit for tiell
itary service or unavailable for other
reasons, there remains a total of 161.-
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LIVING WOMIN AND CHILDREN
TO•SIID INTO FINK BY INS
MARAUDERS,
BODY OF AMERICAN BURNED
nese Freahleut Ahereleteo leffered Ip
Victim"
Hen
Folteeitag VMS ttetlfalt- •
of Ferrel—Pershing
To Withdraw,
F:1 Paso, Teter An unidentified
American was killed when a Villa band
took Jimines and four Americans wore
seen under a guard of bandits at Par-
ra] during Villa's occupation or that
Iowa. secording W reports bettered
49 federal agents to be authentic,
brought to the border by refasten. -
, Refugee, further -state that the dle
Wet between Parrot and Jimines has
been cleared by Villa's followers of
More than 2Q0 Chinese. The American
killed at Jitulnes was described as
about 60 years old and known to be
from Torreon on his was to Chihuahua
City. He was murdered, said the ref-
• eels, In the JImines Hotel and his
body lay for some Unto -in front of the
building, when, after -Was rubbed of
clothing and valuable% it was placed
00 a bonfire.
The same refugees who claim to
hays been witnesses of the outrage
also say that two Mexican 'semen who
had married Chinese, and their five
halfcaste children, were found and
thrown alive into the fire and cremat-
ed in sight of the crowd. 'The bodies
of seven murdered Chinese, according
to the same authority, were seen in
the streets of the town.
Mexicans who escaped from .Parral
affirm that they saw four Americans
there under a Villa guard. • They said
these men had lived in the town, add-
ing that they heard the Americans
'Working at Alvarado mines got away.
Pershing Forces To Be Withdrawn,
El Paso, Texas —Army officials be-
lieve that the American expeditionary
force soon will be moving toward the
border, regardless of the turn events.
May take at Atlantic City. In the ex-
pedition would be of no strategic value
should general hostilities break out.
while-the long line of communication
with the advance bases is a constant
source of danger and more or less vul-
nerable at several points
INFANTILE PARALYSIS ENDS
Epidemic 'Under Control in Eastern
'Cities, Public Health Service
Reports.
Washington —The infantile parily
sic repidemic in Grehter New York 19
practically . ended. according to Sur-
geon C. H. Lavinder of the public
health service. who in a report just
made said the number of yeses in the
entire city had fallen to less than 40
per week, with a contieued steady de
cline.
In Massachusetts. where the epi-
demic reached its crest later than in
other. states. the disease is now stead-
ily and sharply on the decline. Statis-
tics compiled by Surgeon Lavinder,
bringing returns up to late in Octo-
ber in most instances, show New Jere
sey with 184.25 cases per 100,000 pop-
ulation-was herder hit than any other
state. outside of New York with Great-
er New York included In Greater New
York the rate was 165.32 and New
York State, exclunive of New York
City, it was 84.91. In Connecticut It
was 68.89; Massachusetts, 42 SS; Min•
ncsota. 36 6; Delaware 31 4; Rhode
Island 30.6; Pennsylvania„ 20.22: Ma-
ryland, 19.9. Montana, 174;
44.13; Wisconsin 14.03; Michigan.
1401; New eisonpetttre. 1-2 SS; Illinois,-
12.5, and the remaining states below
1C.
Battleships doenve.
Newport News, Va.--The In S. bat-
- Gest:tips Texas. Utah, Wyoming. Flor-
ida and Connecticut have arrived. in
Hampton heads. _ These shies will re-
esti:iota in these waters for the uext few'
weeks, during which Lme the entire
AtlatITtcseteet•will assemble in Hamp-
ton Roads for the naval parade and re-
view on DeC. /3, in honor-of the Soutt
ern Commercial Congress, which will
he in snssion in Norfolk on that date.
One Man Is Killed.
Greensburg. Pa.—A foreign miner
Tas killed In the Ocean mine of the
Berwind-White Coal company at Her-
winie, near here by a fall of slate. Re-
- port e first said
tr
that eignt men had
been killed. but investigation showed
that only one man was working In the
room when the accident :Loccurred.
Gets Medal Forty Years After Fight.
Grand Junction Col —Forty years
ago. June 25 1S76'Sergt. Benjamin C.
Criswell mervitc .with a detaehmeest
of Gen. 'Custer's command Made
dare?* rescue of et 4ounded officer un-
der the fire of Rictus Indians; In the
battle of the Little tit Horn river
Montana.
In 1878,. congress, awarded MM,
medal' for his Valor.- but he did not'
formally apply. for lereitntil a few
months ago. Then the eerords wire'
looked up and the Washington author-




Americana Escaped From Villa Said.
ere at Farrel and Hid la the
Mountains. _
--
El Pulse.- Aturrivan and other tor.
elan mining melt of Petrel made their
way safely out of that town and are
believed to be hiding in nearby moun-
tains to deceive bandits, accord-
ing to $ hlestritet refugee* who hag ar-
rived here from Plural. He said the
(airmails troops evacuated the tuwis
Nov. 4, and that Villa. at the head of
his continand of 600 well armed wen,
rude In the following clay.
Villa. the returnee said, made a
speerh In the plain and arliminred
that 1t.-ristef &envy was-t13-1Tilit BIG
American force,.
The retietres said he knew that T.
41 Me/hum Jr Howard they, A. W
Morris mid Iternard Mt Donald had
left l'arral safely. Other Americana
known to have been In.Parral and be
Hived by him to have left at the settle
time. were Dr. A. II, Whattley and
son, Or. T. J. Flannagan, D. IC. Cowell,
W.  _C. Palmer en_d _Jacob Afeyee,_
A fight occurred at Banta Barbara
on Nev. 6, he reported, between the
rear guard of Gen. lierrera's forces
and the %ilia troops. A number of
Canalise prisoners were brought back
to Parral the following day, he said.
A number of Chinese and Arabs
were beaten by the bandits, to force
them to reveal the hiding place of
their savings, the refugee stated. He
also said he had received an uncoth
firmed report that three Chinese had
been --Tvio_hundred reald
of Farrel were Imprisoned, he report-
ed, adding that one French resident of
the town who remained there was not
harmed.
NONSTOP RECORD FLIGHT
Miss Ruth Law Makes Record Flight
From Chicago To Bingham*
ton. N. Y.
Binghamton, N. Y.—Huth Bancroft
lAw broke the. American cross-MILO
try, non-stop record Sunday in her at-
tempted sunrise to-sunset aeroplane
flight from Chicago to New York.
Driving her antiquated Curti/Is
through a-45-mile gale, she flew from
Chicago to Hornell, a distance of 590
miles (air line I, in eight hours and 55
minutes. She thus captured the brief
honors held by Victor Carlstrom, who
on Nov. 2 flew from Chicago to Erie.
Pa., 452 miles, in an attempt similar to
that made by Miss Law.
Thrice She flew straight Into the
face of death and didn't quiver. She
lauded at Hornell because she had
used. all the gasoline In the tanks. Had
her supply of fuel lasted, it is likely
the brave girl would have clung to her
levers until her goal had been readied.
She hail hoped to make Gov ernors'Ire
land. She made her Brit stop on the
snow•quilted acres of the Hornell fair
grounds. She fell, rather than stepped
out of her leather seat: A mask of
Ire glazed her face. her eyes were
fixed like, those 'of a Marionette. Her
arms remained at right angles as
though she had not yet let go,- the
wheel. It was several minutes befare
the daring girl could walk erect or
talk connectedly.
PEACE MOVEMENT GROWING
Concerted Effort To Bring About
Peace Is Gaining Considerable
Momentum.
Berlin (via London).—The Meet-
men' for peace negotiations, as-cording
to reports 'from the Swiss frontier,
which were printed by the Koelnische
Zeitung, Is about to assume definite
shape in the form of a joint call front
various neutral governments to the
belligerents, asking them to send dele-
gates to a peace convention.
The reports assert that the several
Eulopean neutrals are already in
touch with the American government,
-end that varous belligerents have been
sounded on the' proposition or a con-
-,erenc
According to this story, the cohfer-
once would necessarily open its sit-
tings without an armistice being pro.
claimed, Interruption of .hostilities
coming only after it was established
the?'" the negotiations are apt to be
crowned with succe'ss.
Funeral For Canary.
St. Lbuis.—A St. Louis woman gave
an elaborate funeral for her pet can-
ary. Pete. The body was 'embalmed
and placed in an oak cotTn. silk lined,
and buried In the family plot in the
ceenetery with appropriate service and
floral offerings.
High Food Price Inveitigation. -
Washington—The federal trade corn'
mission announces that it will nee-
Undertake an investigation of the high
prices of necessities of kife house it
largely 'would be:a- duplication of the
work of the department of justice un
der the Sherman anti-trust law.
T6 Explore the Amazon.
New York Dr Alexander liamil
ton Rice and a party of scientists
sailed from this poi-t aboard the yacht
Alberta on an exploration cruise ef
5.000 miles in the Amazon. Rio and
other -South American rivers for the
purpose of mapping unknown land in
Braginee
-Roosevelt Birthplace Razed.
New Yoree Ttle old four-story house
ir.Twentleth street in which Col. The
More Roosevelt was born Oct. 27.
1858.1s to be torn down to make room




New York.—The F'rench line steam-
er Chicago, with 229 passengers from
Bordeaux, reported as having put into
Fayal. Azores, with fire in het holds,
reached here. The fire was discover-
er& in the coal bunkers two days out
from Bordeaux. It spread to the bag-
gage room and forward hold, where
considerable damage was done. Capt.
, Mace, as a matter of precaution, and
to allay fears of his passengers, set his
course for the nearest port, Fayal.
U. S. Ship Seized.
New York.—The seizure by British
officials in the Bahama Islands of the
100-ton American, schooner Griswold
I. Keeney of New York is reported by
passengers arriving here from Nas-
sau, Bahamas, on the steamship Es-
peranza. They said that the schooner,
leaking, put in at Runt Cay, one of the
Bahama group, October 31, and a pilot
and constable were put on board to
take her to Nassau.
Masons in Reunion.
Little Rock, Ark.--- The fall reunion
and silver anniversary of the Arkan-
sas consistory and. co-ordinate bodies
held their reunion here. A class of




.congress an embargo on the exporta-
tion of wheat and flow were adopted
as a meeting or officers and sidectors




ROUMANIANS CEDE GROUND MINE OPERATORS
BREAK CONTRACTS
2 CORNERSTONES ARE 
LAID
Group of S•v•n 
Structures to Corlett-




Lexington. KY —11111•ven ”1"
tow public spirited 
eitisofte-of Lesley!
SCOPI OF INVIISTIGATION MAY .
ington titles-hod plane ter 
the estate
lisitnertit of a manalortuta for 
treatment
INCLUDE ALLEGED CONTRACT of persons tweet as from 
tubeinuluals.
BREAKING SY OPERATORS. Now the corner 
stonesacof to build'
lam the service and the 
chihirea's
buildings, of • proposed group of 
seven




laid at the grounds sat aside on 
the
Georgetown road near Lesington How-
ever, this institution wUl not he 
eon'
fined hag to work in !Payette 
ectunty,
fOr pTarie were ingounced.st- the.-emer-
monies fur making it the newsreel
TubercUlosim tietiatorluet. In the teme-
nte and maintenancewhof lek all the
neighboring counties of Central Ken'
lucky will abate.
The two buildings the corner stones
of which were laid will cost &penis,-
nentelY 126,1100 Funds now on 
hand
ter tbe other five contemplated build.
lags total $36,000 It la, the plan of the,
Ttiberculoets Commisifon of Mt netts
ty to have the entire group ot building'
completed by nert Rummer: Construe-
lion of the other live hulldinge. the
administration and four ward build-
ings, will -be—started. In dine early
spring.
FUEL REFUSED, IS COMPLAINT
Of Utiiity Company, Although Louie-
Fills IL feseevitto 14usd Furelekeel
Cars for Hamilton's Supply.
Westrra Nowsenieir lemon N•w• Per-view
Louisville, Ky Charges that coal
operators are breaking coutrants made
at hearings in progress hero, promise
to result In a widening of the scope of
the investigation the Interstate Corte
mere, Ctimtuission Is making into the
 'question _surrounding the **change
and return or freight cars by the rail-
roads of the country,
Pet the session just held, charge was
made by counsel for the Louisville &
Nashville railroad that mines had re-
fused to load care furnished ter the
specific purpose of enabling them to
meet contract requirements
Three cars, It was said, hail been
furnished to • mine for loading to a
public utility company at Hamilton,
0. The operator, counsel declared,
had refused to accept these cars for
Belding to that deal-batten. Us0111111 -till
was one of two miner' under contract
to furnish the utility company with
its fuel
Asked by Commissioner C. C. Mc-
Chord, of the Interstate Commerc e
Cuturnimsion, who is presiding at the
hearing, the region for this refusal,
counsel for the Louisville & NashvIlle
answered that no reason was known,
but thet it NAP "believed the operator
wished to take advantage of the high
prices being offered on the open mar-
ket." Ile cited a second instance,
where a mine had reported to a public
utility company with which it hail con-
tracts, that after meeting a demand for
nine cars daily of fuel coal made by tbe
Louisville & Nashville, the number of
cars furnished hint was inpunicient to
allow him to fill his contracts.
These instances were cited, it was
saki, for the purpose of showing that
to porno extent, at least, the shortage
Of coal in certain sections of the North
was the result of causes other than
the inability of railroads to furnish suf-
ficient cars to care for the output of
the mines. Commissioner McChord at
this point demanded that he be fur-
nished with all the records available
to the Louisville & Nashville showing
whore any operator had failed to till
his contracts a-hen furnished with a
supply of cars for that purpose
BORDER PATROL IS ORDERED
Report Says Kentuckians Will Go On
Outpost Duty Seen.
Lexington, Ky..-- The Kentucky
troops at El Paso will soon begin a
tour of border patrol duty which will
alternately take the three regiments
of General Williams' brigade to the
line of outposts which extend from
I.as Cruces, N. M , to Fort Hancock,
Tex , according to a dispatch received
here It is probable that the First
Kentucky, a-ill be the first assigned to
this (lute, "which requires a high de-
gree of watchfulness at some of the
stations, as they are near the Rio
Grande at ;Ants where raids have oc-
curred in the past.
A great deal of trouble with Mete
can bandits has occurred near Ft. Han-
cock, and the company which will
draw this post naust needs be on the,
alert at all times. The Texas end of
the line of outposts extends from the
city of El Paso through the thickly
populated valley to Ft. Hancock, a
stretch of territory which would pro-
vide excellent loot for a band of suc-
cessful raiders.
"FEE -SPLITTiNG" ASSAILED
As "Bartering of Patient's Life" By
Homeopathic Leader.
Louisville, Ky.—H. M. Stevenson, of
Baltimore. was elected president of
the Southern Homeopathic Medical As-
sociation at the fifth. session of that
organization's annual conveption here
Other officers elected were: A. E
Hinsdale, of Columbus, 0., first vice
president; Mary E, Hopkins, of lemie
ville, second vice president; Frank R.
Swartwout, of Washington, secretary
and treasurer.
In the annual address of the retiring
president, Dr. Scott Parsons, of St.
Louis, he scored the practice by phy-
sicians known as "fee-splitting." "This
is an. evil that had its origin with the
development of the specialist and has
grown to such proportions that It has
become a menace to the rdedical pro-
fession and a crime against society,"
raid Dr. Parsons,
BEAUTIFYING HEREFORD FARMS,
Versaillifk Ky.—Col. E H Taylor,
Jr., has received a shipment of Your
carloads ad blue spruce. cedar. hes•
lova and pine trees, to be used in fur-
flier beautifying his Hereford farms
on the Frankfort turnpUte, four miles
north of Versailles. There are 500
trees in the lot. all of extra quality.
which will be set out along the front of
the farm on both sides of the ave-
nue leading to the dwelling. An expert
landscape gardener from Cleveland, 0..
La here to direct the tionsplanting.
NEXT SESSION IN LOUIEVILLI.
Shelbyville, Ky The biennial con-
Tuition of the Kentucky branrh of-
King's,paughteri elected Miss Jennie
Benedict, of Louisville. member °TINS.
Central Council: Mrs Charles Pearein
Louise tile bran( h, remittent ; Sire:
Angus Gordon, Loutaville, vire branch
president; Miss anomie Italian! Shots
byrille, recording secretary The in-
eitation of the City 'neon to hold the
next biennial In Louisville was ac-
cepted.
KENTUCKY BREVITIES
Greensburg, Ky Despite the an
usuar drop of temperature. rtn.d a edld
wind bringing sleet the last few days.
farmers denverect tobacco, and the
loose-leaf floors are crowded for the
second mete. The sheds are full'oe-




Henderson, Ky.-- Local erten buyers
paid 88 cents for e-hit.' cern here, the
highest price for new corn paid in
Henderson since 1866. Grain buyers
are offering 80 cents for corn on the
river bank with bags furnished the I 4C
growers, hut little corn has been sold
by river-bottom farmers at that price.
Carliele. Ky.--Turkey receipts are
becoming heavier. here Prices raised
from Is cents per pound, the evening
price, 21 cents tier pound, delivered.
but owing to the number received the
pric'e dropped oue, and only 211 cente.
per pound is being paid. Dealers are
paying 19 cents per pound in foot in
the country.
Mt. Sterling, Ky--Heart dhieane
caused the degth of Albert Skidmore,
one of the wealthiest and best known
citizens of this county. Ile died cud-
denlyin the barn lot of Dr. May while
loading it aagon. Ills body was riut
found until three hours later, lie ass
FO years old and a Caton VP,PTIIII of
the Civil Weir.
Campton, Ky.—When Olfien Lykins,
a le-year-old boy, t )01t a shotgun out
of the house to show a hawk, tfic gun
was accidentally discharged, the- load--
hitting him in his left hand, tearing
off three fingers. It is thought that his
hand will have to be amputated. Ly-
king is a grandson of Judge Joseph C.
Lykins, of Lexington.
Lexington, Ky.—A central ilelivery
system of Lexington grocers, by which
it Is emtimeted $100,000 a year can be
saved, is teeing considered by the Lex-
ington Retail Grocers' Association The
Idea is to have the grocers, 1-60-in mine
bee unite in a co-operative deilvera
system. Ten districti with a twiersa-
day motor delivery in each, is the plan.
LexInVihn, Ky.—The... LexingtonBoard of Commerce formally express- •ed its approval of the new electriclighting and power franchise in a rise:lutIon presented by Frank B. Jones atthe close of an Interesting address onpublic service by Vice President F. WBacon, ef the utilitiee MinnianY, beforethe Members Council Luncheon of theboard.
41/ Laexington. Ky.--M. Switow. of Leal'.elite, leading stockholder in the Phoe-nig Amusement 'Co.. oener of the sStrand - moving pleture theater nere,was in Lexington negotiating eats arepresentative of the Colonial Amuse- . •ment Co. relative to the' transfer of his,stock in the Strand. The transfer ofthe stock would give the Colonial --Amusement Co. a large, but not a con•trolling, interest In the.matew-  •----
Mt Sterling. EF.-3. L. Thweett, aprominent business mail of Atlanta,Ga , and Miss Jeall Thomson Kendall,of this city, were married here. Theceremony was performed by Dr M. V.P. Yemen. Mrs. Harty B. Ringo wall'matron of honer
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SYNOPSIS.
Brouillard, chief engineer of th•Niquela
eerie-whin dem. meets J. Weeley -Cert.
weerut wet hl* diuuttasee ternayleye.and
'epicene the r....trtnatisun were to mein;
Corte/right 'ova In the priiieeet big
shines to ttiak• money. orseitis..• a com
Deny and °Wattle eovernment ,nntracts to
Mullah eerier mei material for the dem
isonstruetion A busy rity springs up
about the site. Illteve MassIninle threat-
ens to siert a such it tireutilard does
does not influence Preemie( Ford to both!
, mm ralIrosit branch te the place, thus open-
ing an "any market for the ore from the
"LIM" Pusan" miner On a visit to Amy
llstuoselneatuu at her father's mine Itrooll•
lard tells tier of hie need for money to pay
2Lr_hie deed father's debts and that to be
tg;
hi wouht seerithee sereterni •••,Ve• his
for tine woman. Though hie influence
is real le ties belittles of the railroad es•
tertalun she t•lir him to be true to him-
self. Ito ,temilea for it. eltrapolts, the
city of moldered day's, beerna cortwrieht
,V•r•Ufttivil 111'01,1111atit 11•0,1•110
 conault•
Ina retireer of the consonant's.' electric
pewee eecnpeny in return tie Wee:0 shock
remanent teeming in etireteills anti a
real relate hoorn as. in tun owing when
the stoperge it work on the rellrossul
raeatan• • pitch', tireellterit sereade
 the
ssinsele story sit 'darer geld in the
river beul and starts • -geld rush. The reel
rush promisee to stet, the remarnatien
project. Amy tells Itroolltard that her fit•
them. has incorporated the "Little Rumen-
end is in eortwrigiite clutches flnenclal-
ly Its t 'lie her he has Made IOWA* and
'declares his love.
s.........Just Imagine feelings of a man
who has blunted his conscience
and turned a questionable trick
) In finance in order to please the
girl he loves, and then has been
Severely judged by the young
lady when she discovered his
handiwork. What steps will
Brouillard take to square him-
! self In Amy's eyes?
....•••••••••........••••••••••••••••••••...• •
- - - • •-••••••-•-...• •  •• • ••• • • • •W
CHAPTER nil—Continued. _
He was abashed, confounded; and at
the bottom of the tangle of conflicts
lag emotions there was a dull glow of
resentment.
"I did it. as I say—for love of you,
Amy; and now I have done a much
more serious thing—for the same rea-
son."
"Tell me," she said, with a quick
catching of her breath.
"Your brother put a weapon in my
bands, and I have used it. There was
one sure way to make the railroad
people get busy again. They couldn't
sit still if all the world were trying
to got te a new gold camp, to which
they already have a line graded and
nearly ready for the steel."
"And you have—?"
He nodded.
She had retreated to take her for-
mer position. leaning against the porch
post, with her hands behind her, and
she had grown suddenly calm.
"Don't look at me that way, Amy,"
be pleaded. "You wanted something—
and I wanted to give it to you. That
was all—as God hears me, It was all.
You believe that, Amy' It will break
my heart if you dien't believe it."
She shook her head sadly.
You don't understand, and I can't
make you understand—that is the keen
misery of it, If this ruthless thing you
tried to do had succeeded, I should be
the' most wretched woman in the
world."
"If it had succeeded? It has suc-
ceeded. Didn't I say just now that
the teen was crazy with excitement
when I left to Come up hero?"
The girl was shaking her head again.
"God sometimes saves us in spite of
ourselves," she said gravely. "The
excitement will die out. There are no
placers in the Niquola. The bars ha
ve
been prospected again and again."
  fA CHAPTER XIIIc . Turnults and Dangers
-
Brouillard turned on his heel and
choked back the sudden maledietien
that rose to his lips. She had called
Mirapolls a city of knaves and dupes;
surely, he himself was the eamplest of
the dupes.
"I see—after so long a time," he
went on. "Your brother merely 'salt-
ed' a few shovelfuls of sand for my
especial benefit. Great heavens, but
I was an easy mark!"
"Don't!" she cried, and the tears
in her voice cut him to the heart—
"don't make it harder for me than It
has to be. I have told you only wh
at
I've beard my father say, time
 and
again: that these is no gold in the 
Ni-
guel& fiver. And you mustn't a
sk
me to-despise my brothcr. -He 
fights
his way to his ends without cari
ng
much for the consequences to other
s;
but tell, me—beven't you been doing
the same thing?"
"Yet you condone fet your brother
what you condemn In ma." he com-
plained.
efrif brother is my brother; and you
are—let mo tell you something, Vic-
tor: God helping me, I shall be no
man's evil genius, and yours least of
• all. You broke down the barriers
 a
few minutes ago and you know what
is in my heart. lint I can take it out
of my heart if the mattewho put it
there la eat true era Jainasielf."
Brouillard was silent for • little
space, and when he spoke again it was
as one awaking from a troubled dream.
"I know. There is a change. I am
not the same man I was a few years,
er eyekelew months ago. I have lost
.1
something; I have not the same
promptings; things that I used to
loathe no longer shock me And there
Is no cause. Nothing different has
broken tnto my RN save the beet tel
all things- a great love. And you tell
me that the love is unyrurthy."
"No, I didn't say that, I only meant
that you hail misconceived it. Love
I. the truest, finest thing we know.
It can never be the tool of evil; it may
(teen breathe now life into the bee
numbed conscience."
Again a silence came and sat be-
tweet' them; and, as before, liwas the
man who broke it.
"You lead me to a conclusion that
I refume to accept. Amy; that I am
dominated by some influence which is
stronger than love."
,"You are--Mtme said simply.
"What is ter
"Environment."
"That isb tlio most humiliating thing
you have said today."
"No. However much others may be
deluded, I am -sure you can see Mirage
olio in its true light. The very air you
breathe down there is poisoned_ The
taint is In the blood. Mr. Cortwright
and his fellow bandits call It the 'Mir-
acle City,' but the poor wretches on
lower Chigringo avenue laugh and call
it Gomorrah."
"Just at the present moment it is •
city of fools—and I, the king of the
fools, have made it so," said Brouillard
gloomily. From his seat on the porch
step he was frownifig down upon the
outspread scene in the valley, where
the triangular shadow of Jack's moun-
tain was creeping slowly across to the
foot of Chigringo Something in the
measured riyosweep brought him to
his feet with a hasty exclamation:
"Good Lord! the machinery has
stopped' They've knocked off work
on the dam!"
"Why not?" she said. "Did you imag-
ine thnt your workmen were any
less human than other people?"
"No, of course not; that is, I—hut
I haven't any time to go into that
now. Is your telephone line up hero
In operation?"
"No, not yet."
"Then I must burn the wind getting
down there. By Jove! if those un-
"Give Us a Job if We Come Back To-
morrow?"
speakable idiots have gone off and
left the concrete to freeze wherever it
evens to be—"
"One moment," she replied, while he
was reaching for his bat. "This new
madness will have spent Itself by
nightfall—it must. And yet I have
the queerest shivery feeling, as if
something dreadful were going to hap-
pen. Can't you contrive to get word
to me, some way—after it is all
over? elvish you could."
'rill do it," he promised. "I'll come
up after supper."
"No, don't do that. You will be
needed at the dam. There will be
trouble, with a town full of disappoint-
ed gold-hunters, and liquor to be had.
Wait a minute," She ran into the
house and came out with two little
paper-covered cylinders with fuses
projecting. "Take these; they are
Bengal lights—some of the fireworks
that Tig bought in Red Butte for the
Fourth. Light the blue ono when you
are ready, to send me my message
of cheer. I shall be watching for it."
"And the other?" he asked.
"It is a red light, the signal of war
and tumults and danger. If you light
it, I shall know—"
He nodded, dropped the paper cyl-
inders into his pocket, and a moment
later was racing down the trail to
tete his place at the helm of the aban-
doned ship of the industries
Brouillard descended upon his dis-
heartened subordinates like a whirl-
wind of invincible energy, electrifying
everybody Into instant action Gege-
n was tole ..14o brieg the Indians,
who alone were loyally indiffereut to
the gold craze, down from the crush-
ers. Anson was dispatched to impress
the waiters and bellboys from the
Metropoie; Leshington was sent to the
shops and the bank to turn out the
elerks; °rialto, and Handley ware
ordered to take °hatter of the make-
shift concrete handlers as fast as they
materialised. squadding them aryl driv•
leg the work of Wrack clearing for
every man end minute they eimill
command, with Gasman and Bender
to art as foremen.
For himself, Ilrouillard reserve', the
must blItirilaUll of the reerultittg expo-
clients. The lower avenue hail already
bectmer a double rank of divert, Wooer/
and gambling dens, here, If anywhere
in the crate-depopulated town, men
might be found, and for once la-their
lives they should bdrishown how *bee
men earned wormy
"Shove It for every minute of days
light there la left" he entered, snap-
ping out his unnenatele to his 
staff
while he was filling- the magazine of
his Winchester. "Puddle what mate
Hal there is in the forms, dump the
tell her buckets whore they stand, and
clean out the mixers; that's the else
of the job, and it's got to be done.
Jump to it, Gritty, you and Handley,
and we'll try to fill your gangs the
best way we can."
"You'll be up on the stagings your.
pelt, won't you" asked Grislow. strug-
gling Into his working coat.
"After LIM; I'm going down to the
lower avenue to turn out the crooks
and diamond wearers. It's time they
were learning how to earn an honest
dollar."
'You'll get yourself killed up." grum-
bled Lesbington. ''Work is the one
thing you won't get out of that crowd."
"Watch me," ramped the chief, and
he was gone as soon as he had said it.
Strange things and strenuous hap-
pened in the lower end of the Ni-
Quota valley during the few h
ours of
daylight that remained. First, climb-
Ing nervously to the puddler,' Staging
on the great dam, and led by Poodles
himself, came the Metropole quota of
waiters. sculliona cooks and porters,
willing but skill less. After them, and
herded by Leshington, came a dapper
crew of office men and clerk, to snatch
up the puddling spades • d to s
oilbi
their clothes and blister eir hands
In emptying the concrete , ckets. Mr.
Cortwrighes contribution came as a
dropping fire; it handful of tree-cutt
ers
from the sawmills, a fov picked 
up
here and there In the deserted town,
an automobile load of ewer-compa
ny
employees shot down from the gener-
ating plant at racing speed.
Last, hut by no means least in num-
bers, came the heated derelicts from
the lower avenue; men in frock-coats;
men in cowboy jeans taking it as a
huge joke; men with foreign faces and
lowering brows and with strange oaths
in their mouths; and behind tho mot-
ley throng and marshaling it to •
quickstep. liroullierd and Tilt
It was hot wor* and heavy for the
strangely assorted crew, and Braun-
lard drove it to the limit, bribing, -ca-
joling or threatening, patrolling the
long line of stating to encourage the
awkward peddlers, or side-stepping
swiftly to the mixers to bring back a
detachment of skulkers at tho rifle's
muzzle,----.-And,-by nightfall the thing
was done, with the loss reduced to a
minimum and the makeshift laborers
dropping out in squads and groups,
some laughing, some swearing, and all
too weary and toil-worn to be danger-
ous. "Give us a job if we come back
tomorrow, Mr. Brouillard?" called out
the king of the gamblers in pas
sing;
and the cry was taken up by others in
grim jest.
"Thus endeth the first lesson," said
Grislow, when the engineering corps
was reassembling at the headquarte
rs
preparatory to a descent upon the sup-
per table. But Brouillard was dumb
and haggard, and when he had hung
his rifle and cartridge belt on the
ir
pegs behind his desk, ho went ou
t,
leaving unbroken the silence whi
ch
had greeted his entrance.
'The boss IS taking it pretty hard,"
said young Griffith to no one in par-
ticular, and it was Leshington who
took him up savagely and invited him
to hold his tongue.
"The least said is the soonest
mended—at a funeral," was the form
the first assistant's rebuke took.' "You
take my advice and don't mess or
meddle with the chief until he's had
time to work this thing out of his s
ys-
tem."
The -shouts of the mob were ringing
in Brouillard's ears when be strode de-
jectedly into the deserted maproom,
and the cries were rising with a new
note and in fresher frenzies a little
later when Grislow came in. The hy-
drographer's blue eyes were hard and
his *oleo had a tang of bitterness in
It when he said: "Well, you've done 
it.
Three men have just come ie with a
double handful of nuggets, and Mirap-
Oils makes its bow to the world at
large as the newest and richest of
the gold camps."
Brouillard had been hemped over
his desk, and he sprang up with it cry
like that of a wounded animal.
"It can't be; Grizzy. I tell you it
can't be! Steve Massingale planted 
Victor Brouillard knows that
that gold that I washed out—played 
. he cannot win Amy Massingale
me for a fool to get me to work for
the railroad. I didn't know it until—
 
i until he pulls from his feet the
mire of this flrancial trickery.
until—" 
How will he extricate himself
"Until Amy Massingale told you 
with a clean conscience and a
about it this afternoon," Cut in the 
pocketful of money—or can he
do it?
OS I
maptnaker shrewdly. "That's all right
' The bar Steve took you to was barre
n
enough; they tell me that every cubic
toot otitbii been -washed verer-in
dishpans and skillets In the past few
hours. But you know the big tee'nd op-
posite the Quadjenal hills; the river
has built that bend out of its own
washings, and the bulletin Over at thd
Spotlight office says that the entire
peninsula is ono huge hank of gold;
bearing gravel'."
At the word Brouillazd staggered as
Tram the impact of a bullet. Then he
crossed the room slowly, groping his
way toward the peg where the coat he
bad whrn In the afternoon was hang-





Up on the high bench of the great
mountain Amy Maseingale was pacing
to and fro on the puncheon-floored
porch of the home cabin. The girl's
gaze never wandered far from a dark
area in the western edge of tho town—
the- semicircle cut into the (lotting
lights and marking the site of the gov-
ernment reservation. It was when
tiny stream of sparks shot up in the
center of tho dark area that she
stopped and held her breath. Then,
when a blinding flare followed to prick
out the headquarters, tho commissary
and the mess house, she sank in a de-
spairing little heap on the floor, with
r face hidden in her hands (Led the
quick sobs shaking her like an ague
chill. It was Brouillard's signal, but
It was not the signal of peace; it was
the blood-red of revolution and strife
and turmoil.
oil of the poeket of the met, Sled Owl
nest iiiiittwitt the door ovenbird and
closed and the hydrogels-Phee wee left
alone.
Having been planned. before 'here
Was a city to be considered, the prove
eremeet buildings inclosed three side*
of a small open square, racing t
oward
the great darn la thin miulille of this
open fleece limaillard @topped, kicked
up a little mound of earth. teed Mond
the two paper cylinder. on It. side by
side.
The tempered glow from the city
electric" tutees a soft twilight in the
little plaza, he mull sae the wrapper
colors of this two signal fires quite
well. A sharp attack of indereiston had
prompted him to pee a both1 Of them on
the tiny mimed. With the match in
his betel. be was still umelecleed. Am/
Maasingalmes words came hark to hint
as he limmeltatidi "Light the Wee one
when you are ready- to send m0 my
m.'esag, of 'bS.r . . ." On the Ilne
of it:tether woman the words might
have taken a materiallatie meaning;
the miraculoue gold discovery would
bring the teemed. and the Intervale
would rescue the Massingale rule* and
restore the Massingale fortunes.
Ile looked ttp at the dark bulk of
Chenille% unrelieved even hy_ the tiny
fleek of lamplight which he had so
often called his guiding star. ''Take
me out of your mind and heart and say
which you will have, little girl," he
whispered, sending the words out into
the void of night. But only the din
and clamor of a city gone wild with
enthusiasm came to answer him. Some-
where on the avenue a band was play-
ing; men were shouting themselves
hoarse in excitement, and above the
shouting came the staccato crackling
of pistols and guns tired in air.
He struck the match and 'teepee
over the blue cylinder. "This is your
message of cheer, whether you take It
that way or not," he went on, whisper-
ins again to the silent void. But when
the fuse of the blue light was fairly
fizzing he suddenly pinched it out and
held the match to the other.
• • • • •
•
V5- CHAPTER XIV
e Feast of Hurrahs
Mirapolls the marvelous was a hus-
tling, roaring, wide-open mining camp
of twenty thousand souls by the time
the railroad, straining every nerve and
crowding three shifts into the 24-hour
day, pushed its rails along the foothill
bench of Chigringo. tossed up its tem-
porary station buildings, and signaled
its opening for business by running a
mammoth excursion from the cities of
the immediate East.
Busy as it was, the city took time
to celebrate fittingly the event which
linked it to the outer world. By proc-
lamation Mayor Cortwright declared Ik
holiday. There were lavish displays
of bunting, an impromptu trades pa-
rade, speeches from the plaza band-
stand, free lunches and free liquor—
a day of boisterous, hilarious triumph-
Inge, with, incidentally, much buying
and selling and many transfers of the
precious "front foot" or choice "con
ner."
Yielding to pressure, which was no
less Imperative from below than from
above, Brouillard had consented to
suspend work on the great dam during
the day of triumphs, and the recla-
mation service force, smaller now than
at any time since the beginning Of the
undertaking, went to swell the crowds
on Chigringo avenue. Mr. Cortwrigbt
had been inexorable, and Brouillard
found himself discomfortingly emphse
sized as chairman of the civic rem,.
tion committee.
It was after his part of the speech-
making, and while the plaza crowd,
were st411 bellowing their approval ot
the modest forensic effort, thet he
went to sit beside Miss Cortwright In
the temporary grand stand, mopping
his face and otherwise exhebiting the
after effects of the unfamiliar strata.
• ft • • •--•-• • • ••-•-ft 





Not the Teapot's Fault.
Pat was very fond of strong tea. He
always praised a housekeeper accord-
ing to the strength of the tea she
made. Last Saturday the woman of
the house where Pat worked was pour-
ing out the tea for his breakfast. It
was coming out very siortly, and the
good woman asked Pat to excuse the
teapot Ulhad a bad spout. Pat-ieot
liking the look of the tea) said sadly:
"Oh, begot, ma'am, don t blame the,
taypot, because anything weak MINI
go slay."
•
He used a ebb (e
In his day, to keep







WRIGLEY'S gives us a
wholesome, antiseptic,
refreshing confection- to
take the place Of thecave
man's pebble.
We help teeth, breath, appetite,
digestion and deliciously soothe
mouth and throat with this
welcome sweetmeat.
The Wrigley Spear-men want to send you
their Book of Gum-ption. Send a postal
for it today. Wm. Wrigley Jr. Co.,













Miss Paul—Gruce doesn't obey any-
body.
Miss Pry—No; she doesn't even.
mind her own business.
Whenever You Need a General Tonic
Take Grove's
The Old Standard Grove's Tasteless
chill Tonic is equally valuable as a Gen-
eral Tonic because it contains the well
known tonic properties of QUININE and
IRON. It acts on the Liver, Drives out
Malaria. Enriches the Blood and Builds
op the Whole System. SO cents.
Carried Boy on Cot Fifteen Miles.
When a physician at Bell Oak Top.
Va., found that Robert Anderson, nine
years old, had appendicitis, 20 men
volunteered to curry the bey on ids cot
15 miles to a hospital, where he re-
greyed an operation. The men took
their turns at the cot —
Important to Mothers
Examine carefully every bottle of
CASTGRIA, that famous old remedy
for infants and children, and see that it
- Bears the
Signature of
A gasoline engine driven machine 
In Use for Over SO Years.
has been invented to bale hay or strew 
Children Cry for Fletcher's Castoria
In cylindricuebales.
, 1.4444s.
The Collets°, Slitirpo. Coconino and
Yahua tribes of Amazon Indians are
THAT GRIM WHITE SPECTRE,
Pneumonia, follows on the heels of a 
still wearing clothes of grass.
neglected cough or cold. Delay no
longer. Take Mansfield's Cough Bal-
sam. Price 60c and $1.00.—Adv.
Russian women predominate among
foreign horn students of their sex in
Paris.
Kidney Disorder
(BY DR. V. M. PIRACY.)
The most simple methods are usu-
ally the most effective ones when
treating tiny disorder of the human
system. The mere drinking a cup
of hot water each morning, plenty
of pure water all day, and a little
Anuric before every meal has been
found the most effective meat 4 of
overcoming kidney trouble. Death
would occur if the kidneys did Hot
work day and night in sepal- Oleg
poisons and uric acid from the blood.
The danger signals are traelsaehe,
depressions, pnins, henvinees, drove-Ar-
tless, irritability, headaches, .hilli-
ness. rheumatic twinges, swollen
Joints or gout.
Since It Is such a simple matter to
step into your favorite drug store and..
obtain Anurie, anyone who earnestly
desires to regain health and new life
will waste no time In beginning this
treatment.
Constipation generally Indicates filao
rdeeed
stomach, liver and bowels. Wright'. In
dian
V•a..tabl• Pills restore. regularity Wit
hout
griping. Adv.
Peat is largely used in_stoking the
railway engines of Sweden.
MISSiSSIPPI FOLKS
Plattseurg, Miss.—"This Is to entry • ;
that, I here been a sufferer of thee-
maestri for ten years and have tried
several noted doctors and a lot of
pateht medicines. At last I saw Dr.
Pierce's Anuric Tablets advertised
and got a trial package; they did me
more good than anything I here ever
taken. They relieved, tut.. (PE all the
pain. I believe that 'tem emcee of
these tablets will effect a permanent
cure., I can recommend them to any-
one suffering with rheumatisne
Amalie will do all that is claimed for
3L _WEEMS.
Dr Plerceee reputation Is back of
thie rnedirine and you know that, his
Pleasant Pellets for the liver, his Fa-
vorite Prescriptien for thee ills of
women and his.. Golden Medical Dee
.envery-for the leered have had n splen-
did reprtatien for the Net 50 years.
Send 10e to Dr. V. M. Pierce, Buffalo




-' 1IIPllh1 ripownow.HU1%-ft LNG
When you look over
E the sights of your rifle
= and see ,an animal
LE. like this' silhouetted
F: against the back-=a- ground, you like to
-3 • feAcertain that your
= equipment is equal
to the occasion. The
E: majority of succcs-
ful hunters use
E cheater Rifles, which shows how they are esteemed.
They arc e made in various styles and calibers and 2



















LIVING WOMEN AND CHILDREN
TOSSED INTO FIRE BY THE
MARAUDERS.
BODY OF AMERICAN BURNED
Most Frightful Atrocities Suffered By
 Vieth,* Feillevring Villa Occupa-
' /1•11 ef Perrot-Pershing
Ye Withdraw.
El Paso, Texas -An unidentified
American was killed when a Vtlia band
tuck Janine: and four Americans were
Seen under a guard of bandits at Par-
ral during Villa's occupation of that
town, according to reports belreved
by federal agents to be authentic,
brought to the border by refugees.
Refugees further state that the die
Met between Perna and Jimines has
been cleared by Villa's followers of
more than 200 Chinese. The American
killed at Jimines was described as
about 60 years old and known to be
from Torreon on his way to Chihuahua
City. He was murdered, said the ref-
ugees, In the JImities Hotel and his
body lay for some time in front of the
building, when, after being robbed of
clothing and valuables, It was placed
on a bonfire.
The same refugees who claim to
have been witnesses of the outrage
also say that two Mexican women who
had married Chinese, and their five
halfcaste children, were found and
thrown alive into the fire and cremat-
ed in sight of the crowd. The bodies
of seven murdered Chinese. according
to the same authority, were seen In
the streets of the town.
Mexicans who escaped from Parra]
affirm that they saw four Americans
there under a Villa guard. They said
these men had lived in the town, add
tog that they heard the Americans
'Working at Alvarado mines got away.
Pershing Forces To Be Withdrawn.
El Paso, Texas-Army officials be-
lieve that the American expeditionary
force soon will be moving toward the
border, regardless of the turn events
may take at Atlantic City. In the ex-
pedition would be of no strategic value
should general hostilities break out.
while the long line of communication
with the advance bases is a constant
seurce of danger and more or less vul-
nerable at several points.
INFANTILE pARALYS1S ENDS
Epidemic Under Control in Eastern
Cities, Public Health Service
Reports.
Washington.-The infantile paraly•
siselidemic in Greater New York is
Practically ended. according to Sur-
geon C. H. Lavinder of the public
health service, who in a report just
made said the number of cases in the
entire city had fallen to less than 40
per week, with a continued steady de I
cline
In Massachusetts, where the epi-
demic reached its crest later than in
other states. the disease is now stead-
ily and sharply on the decline. Statis-
tics compiled by. Surgeop ,Isavinder,
bringing returns up to la‘t in Octo-
ber in most instances, show New Jer-
sey with 134.26 cases per 100,004 pop-
ulation was harder hit than any other
state. outside of New York with Great-
er New York included. In Greater New
York the rate was 165.32 and New
York State, exclusive of New York
City, it was 84.91. In Connecticut it
was 68.89; Massachusetts, 42 SS; Min-
nesota. 36.6; Delaware 31 4; Rhode
Island 311,e; Pennsylvania, 20.22; Ma-
ryland, 19.9. Montana, 17.4; Maine.
14.13; Wisconsin 14.03; Michigan.
/4.01; New Hampshire. 12.'9: Illinois.
12.5, and the remaining states below
16.
Battleships Arrive.
Newport News, Va.--The U. S. bat•
tieships Texas, Utah, Wyoming. Flor-
ida and. Connecticut have arrived in
Hampton Roads. -These ships will re-
main in Fbests waters for -the uext few
weeks, during which time the entire
Atlantic fleet will assemble in Hamp-
ton Roads for the naval parade and re-
view on Dec. 13.1n honor of the South-
ern Commercial Congress, which will
he in session in Norfolk on that date.
'One Man Is Killed.
Greensburg-, Pa.-A foreign miner
was killed In the Ocean mine of the
Berwind-White Coal company at Her-
teinie, near here, by a fall of slate. Re-
ports first said that eight men had
been killed, but investigation showed
that only one man was working In the
room when the accident Occurred.
gets Medal Forty Years' After Fight.
/trend' initkUrir tot -Forty years
ago. June 25. 1876 Sena. Fienjamin C.
ewefl serving with a detachment
of Gen. Custer's command made a
daring rescue of a wounded officer un-
the Are of Sioux Indians in the
battle of the Little Big Horn Hirer,
Montana. •
In 1878 congress awarded him a
medal. for his rata. hit he did not
formally apply tor It until a few'
months ago. Then the records Were
looked up and the Washington author•--,
Ries sent Criswell his trophy. .
AMERICANS ELUDE BANDITS
Americans Escaped From Villa Raid.
era at Parrai and Hid in the
Mountains.
••••••••••=1.
El Paso - American and other fun
Olin mining men of Verret made their
way safely out of that town and are
believed to be hiding in nearby moun-
tains to deceive Villa bandits. accord-
ing to a Mexican refugee who has ar-
rived here from Parral. He said the
Carrauza troops evacuated the town
Nov. 4, and that Villa, at the head of
his command of 600 well armed men,
rode in the following day.
refugee set -M-Mlir I
Tfre39-,—!4'L-
TEl MURRAY LIDOSR, NIVRILAY, IT.
TUG AND CREW SUNK
BY DEUTSCHLAND
CONVOY OF SUBMERSIBLE SENT
TO BOTTOM-Fl VI LIVES
ARE LOST.
ACCIDENT CAUSED BY EDDY
speech In the plaza and announced
that his chief desire was to Bahl the
American forces.
The refugees said he knew that T.
G. Hawkins. Jr.. Howard Gray, A. W.
Morris and Bernard McDonald had
left Parra! safely. Other Americans
known to have been in Parral and be-
lieved by him to have left at the same
time, were Dr. A. II., Whattley and
eon. Dr, T. J. Flannagan, D. E. Cowell,
W. C. Palmer and Jacob Meyer.
tight eactored at Santa Barbara
on, Nov. II. -Ee reported. between the
rear guard of Gen. Herrera's forces
and the Villa troops. A number of
Carranza prisoners were brought back
to Perml the following day, he said.
A number of Chinese and Arabs
were beaten by the bandits, to force
them to reveal the hiding Place of
their savings, the refugee stated. He
also said he bad received an uncon-
firmed report that three Chinese had
been killed. Two hundred residents
of Parted were Imprisoned, he report-
ed, adding that one French resident of
the town who remained there was not
harmed. - -
NONSTOP RECORD FLIGHT
Miss Ruth Law Makes Record Flight
From Chicago To Bingham-
' ton, N. Y.
Binghamton. N. Y.-Ruth _Bancroft
Law broke the American cross-coun-
try, non-stop record Sunday in her at
tempted sunrise to-sunset aeroplane
flight from Chicago to New York.
Driving her antiquated Curtiss
through a 45-mile gale, she flew from
Chicago to Hornell. a distance of 590
miles (air line), in eight hours and 55
minutes. She thus captured the brief
honors held by Victor Carlstrone who
on Nov. 2 flew from Chicago to Erie.
Pa., 452 miles, in an attempt similar to
that made by Miss Law.
Thrice she flew straight into- the
face of death and didn't quiver. She
landed at Hornell because she had
used all the gasoline in the tanks. Had
her supply of fuel lasted, it is likely
the brave girl would have clung to her
levet-small her goal had been reached.
She had hoped to make Governor's Is-
land. She made her first stop on the
snow-quilted acres of the Hornell fair
grounds. She fell, rather than stepped
out of her leather seat. A mask of
ice glazed her face. Her eyes were
fixed like those of a Marionette. Her
arms remained at right angles as
though she had not yet let go the
wheels It was several minutes before
the daring girl could walk erect or
talk connectedly.
PEACE MOVEMENT GROWING
Concerted Effort To Bring About
Peace is Gaining Considerable
Momentum.
Berlin (via London,-The move-
ment for peace negotiations, according
to reports front the Swiss frontier,
which were printed by the Koelnische
Zeitung, is about to assume definite
shape in the forret of a joint call from
various neutral governments to the
belligerents, asking them to send dele-
gates to a peace convention.
The reports assert that the tieveral
European neutrals are already in
touch with the Americtgagovernment,
and that varous belligerente have beem
sounded on the proposition of a con-
ference.
-ACC-Of-ding to this story. the cAfer-
ence would necessarily open Its sit-
tings without an armistice being pro-
claimed, interruption of hostilities
corning only after it was established
that the negotiations are apt to be
crowned with success.
Funeral For Canary.
St. Louis.-A St. Louis woman gave
an elaborate funeral for her pet can-
ary. Pete. The body was embalmed
and placed in an oak coffin. silk lined,
and buried in the family plot in the
cemetery with appropriate service and
floral offerings.
High Food Price InvestigatieW.
."In'ashington-The federal trade corn.
missien announces that it will not
undertake an investigation of tire IMO
pri4s of necesidties of life because 11
largely 'Would be a duplication of the
work of the department of justice un
der the Sherman anti-trust law.
To Explent- the Amazon.
New Yeark.-Drs- Alexander Remit
ton Rice and a party of ecientists
sailed from this port aboard the yacht
Alberta on an exploration cruise of
5.(e)0 miles in the Amazon. Rio and
other South American 'rivers for the
Purpose of mapping unknown land -In
Brazil.
'Roosevelt Birthplace Razed.
New York-The old. four-story houst
ir Twentieth street in which Col. The
odor. Roosevelt was born Oct 27.
US. TIM be torn down 'to. -Maki room
for a modern business place.
Slight Damage to Deutschland-Fed
*set ineeetigetten Wilt Prevent
Merchantman From Leaving
Several Days.
New London. Conn -The collision
which caused the mereblint submarine
Deutschland to abandon her return
voyage to Germany almost at its out-
set, when a convoying tug, the T. A.
Scott, Jr was sunk with a crew of
Aye men, is now the subject of a thof-
ough federal investigation.
The United States inspectors of
steam vessels, headed by Capt. W. E
Wahl'''. are inquiring from witnesses
about the conditkols under which the
submarine, slipping out of the harbor
to the darkness so that she might sub-
merge In neutral waters before day•
break, ran down the tug which was
acting as her protector, off Race Rock,
Just outside this port. The testimony
is being heard Wan Capt. Paul Koenig
of the Deutschland, from r. W. Kra-
poht. his chief offIlleer, and from Hang
Kleese, his chief engineer. It is being
lieard in secret, but it became known
through statements outside the cham-
ber that the collision was an accident
Survivors who will discuss the mat-
ter are agreed that it was due to a
tombinetion of swift currents which
carried the tug off its course and
across the how of the submarine and
to the darkness which was to be the
Deutschland's medium of safety, but
which-instead prevented ready observ-
ance of the danger ahead Capt. Koe-
nig would say only to questioners:
"It Is • terrible thing to lose those
good men. I feel it deeply. YOU must
excuse "
Capt. HInsch Was Rescued.
Before the Inspectors fix the blame
for the loss of the Scott and her crew,
they will hear the testimony of Capt.
Frederick }Mitch, an official of tha
Eastern Forwarding Company, who
was the only survivor of the tug. Capt.
Hinsch was thrown from the de:k-
house of the tug, on which he was
standing, into the rushing water of
the race, where he was rescued, al-
most exhausted, by the crew of the
tug Cassie' following behind. Capt
IlInsch was unconscious after the ac-
cident so exhausted that It may be.. 
severaldays before he is able to
testify.
CONTRACTS FOR WARSHIPS
Navy Department Lets Contracts for
Fourteen High-Powered Modern
Destroyers.
Washington.- Awards for the con-
struction of II of the torpedo boat
destroyers, authorized by the last na-
val appropriation bill, are announced
by the  nayi department. The Fore
River Shipbuilding corporation of
Quincy, Mass., will construct eight.
and the Union Iron Works Company
of San Francisco six vessels.
A contract for four vessels of this
type was previously awarded to the
Bath Iron Works. Bath, Me. Contracts
have been let for 1S of the 20 veasels
authorized. The department is un-
decided whether the remaining two
ships will be Milt by contract or at a
navy yard.
The minimum price for - the con-
struction of the destroyers is fixed at
81,200,000 each. They will have a digs
placement of 1,185 tons, will be 310
feet in length, have 35 knots speed,
and will carry a battery of four 4-Inch
triple torpedo tubes.
Teutons Are Pursued.
Bucharest (via London).-From the
border of Western Moldavia to the
Slanic and,Oituz valleys, in Transyl-
vania. Aufero-German forces are be-
ing pursued beyond the. frontier by
Roumanian troops, according to an-
nouncement of the Roumanian.war of-
fice. In the Jitil valley Roumanians
have been forced bark to second line
trenche-eaand also have been obliged
to yield ground in the Alt veltee.
Plan Big Terminal.
New York.-Plans for what will
probably be the largest marine and
Industrial terininal in the country, to. 
bebuilt at Bayonne. N..L.at an esti-
mated cost of over 87,000.000. were
made public here. The site is easily
accessible from New York. and one Of
the prIncipaL objects of the proposed
expenditure .is to releve the harbor
congestion in this port. sip
141.2811.11rish
London.- Statistics prepared by the
Irish registrar and issued by the goy
ernMent place the total number orinen
of military age in Ireland. based Ors
the' national registration of 1915. at
647.827. Deducting 245.875 who are
considered indispensable to the indus-
tries of Ireland, 130.241 who have join-
ed the army since the outbreak of the
war, and thosfe who are unfit for mil
Itary serve e or unavailable for other
seasons, there remains a total of 161.-
re men in ireland now available for
innlisry service.
ROUMANIANS CEDE GROUND
Teutons Capture Village and Many
Prisoner -..Attacks Near Al-
beehtl Repulsed,
Petrograd t via London) -The cap-
ture by the Austro Hungarian forces
which are invading Roumania of the
'Matte of Llreshe lu the Camputuus
area, Is announced from the war office
The Roumanians also have evacuated
the village of Tirgujiull, In the Jolt
sector
The announcement reads:
"Western tRus. Ian front): In the
region of the heights east of Lipnica-
dollii TDallelitithe enemy by his ar-
011ety fire is hindering us treat re-
storing our recaptured trent-hew --
"In the wooded Carpathians the en-
emy took the offensive in the region
southwest of Yakarak and in the re-
glen of Caput Mountain. The attack
was arrested by our fire
"In the region of Jaeohent west of
Austrian Kimpolung, we captured sev-
eral heights and took some prisoners.
"Roumanian front: In Transylvania.
In the Tirgull Valley and in the direc
Don of Roumanian Ktrnpolung (Camp-
mime) the enemy again launched •
series of attacks and has taken wet-
session of the village of Liresitt t north-
west of Campulunge Attacks in the
region of Albechti were repelled
"In the Alt and Jiul districts the en-
emy, considerably re-enforced by fresh
forces, is launching persistent attacks.
The village of Tirgujiullp, In the val-
ley of the ilui, has been evacuated by
the Roumanians.
'Tianube front: The situatio. IS SIP
changed.
 "C-aumataw'front: There ti BOthttle
of importance to report." •
CHINA MAY MIXUP IN WAR
China Threatens To Take Up Arms
Against France Over Land
Seizures.
New York--A possibility that China
may heome involved in the world war
because of diplomatic complications
with France over possession of terri-
tory in Tientsin adjoining the French
concession is suggested in a cable-
gram from Peking made public by Pat-
rick Gallagher. editor of the Far East-
ern Bureau, 13 Astor Place.
According to the bureau's Peking
representative, the situation is seri-
ous. The French charge d-affaires at
Peking-displeased, the cable mes-
sage says. because the Chinese minis-
try delayed in ceding to France half
of the 700-acre district in Tientsin
known as Hai Kuangse Wa--author-
ized the sending (4 French police into
this territory on Oct. 21.
Nine Chinese policemen and citi-
zens were arrested and put in prison.
This action by the French officials
called forth a protest from the Chi.
nose tninietre and aroused indignation
among the inhabitants of Tientsin, the
message continues.
In spite of several attempts at set-
tlement, the Chinese and French au-
thorities are repreeented to be at a
deadlock and the men are still in
prison. On Nov. 6 the French minis-
ter at Peking, acting in behalf of En-
gland. Russia and Japan. attempted to
mediate. He-failed because the Chi-
nese ministry claimed lack of time to
prepare a written memorandum of the
conference for forwarding to the
French charge d'affaires.
"Not only are the people of Tientsin
now exceedingly indignant over Ittel
affair," says the cablegram, "but it he
apprehended that the military (lasses
throughout the whole country may be
aroused to demand vigorous action in
vindication of China's rights.,"
STRIKERS RETURN TO WORK.
Guardsmen Are on Duty to See That
E4Iction Writs Are Carried Out.
Anderson. S. ('.-The carding and
spinning departments of the Equinox
cotton mill, which has been closed
since the operatives struck August 31
have reopened. Fifty-three operatives
appeared for work. Five companies
of the state guardsmen are on duty
near_ehe—millt:
Vessel Reaches Port.
New York.-Ths French line steam.
er Chicago, with 229 passengers from
Bordeaux, reported as having put into
Fayal, Azores, with fire in her holds,
reached here. The fire was discover-
ed in the coal bunkers two days put
from Bordeaux. It spread to the'bag-
gage room and forward hold, where
considerable damage was done. Capt.
Mace, as a matter of precaution, and
to allay fears of his passengers, set hilt.
course for the nearest port, Fayal.
- —
U. S. Ship Seized,
New York.-The seizure by British
officials in the Bahama Islands of the
100-ton American schooner Griswold
I. Keeney of New York is reported by
passengers arriving here from Nas-
sau. Bahamas. on the steamship Es-
peranza. They tired that the schooner,
leaking, put in at Rum ('ay, one of the
Bahama group, October 31, and a pilot
and constable were put on boerd to
take her to Nassau.
Matrons 1r: Reunion.
Little Rock, Ark.---The-'fall reunion
apd silver anniversary of the Arkan-
sas consistory and co-ordinate bodies
held their reunion here. A class of




congress an embgrio _Con Ult. exporta-
tion of wheat and flOur were adopted
at-a meeting of officers and directors






FUEL REFUSED, IS COMPLAINT
Of Utility Company, Although Lewis.
lia • Nashville Had Furnished
Cars for Hamilton's Supply.
Reiter, Newspaper Union News Service.
Louisville, Ky.-Charges that coal
operators are breaking contracts made
at hearings in progress hers, promise
to result in a widening of the scope of
the investigation the Interstate Com-
merce Commission is making into the
question surrounding the exchange
and return of freight mini by the rail-
roads of the country.
A-t the session just held, &Oro well
made by counsel for the Louisville &
Nashville railroad that mines hid re-
fused to toed cars furnished for the
specific purpose of enabling them to
meet contract requirements.
Three cars, it was said, had been
furnished to a mine for loading to a
public utility company at Hamilton,
0. The operator, counsel declared.
had refused to accept than cars for
loading to that destination, though his
was one of two mines under contract
to furnish the utility company with
its fuel.
Asked by Commissioner C. C. Mc-
Chord, of the Interstate Commerce
Commission, who is presiding at the
hearing, the reason for this refusal,
counsel for the Louisville & Nashville
answered that no reason was known,
but that it was "believed the operator
wished to take advantage of the high
prices being offered on the open,mar-
ket." He cited a second instance,
where a mine had reported to's public
utility company with which it had con-
tracts, that after meeting a demand for
nine cars daily of fuel coal made by the
Louisville & Nashville, the number of
cars furnished him was inaufficient to
allow him to All his contracts.
These instances were cited, it was
said, for the purpose of showing that
to some extent, at least, the shortage
of coal in certain sections of the North
was the result of causes other than
the inability of railroads to furnish suf-
ficient cars to care for the Output of
the mines. Commissionee•Mi-Chord at
this point demanded that he be fur-
nished with all the records available
to Alm Louisville & NashellkewhowIng
where any operator had'failed to fill
his contracts when:
supply of earl! for that purpose.
BORDER PATROL IS ORDERED
Report Says Kentuckians Will Go On
Outpost Duty Soon.
Lexington, Ky.- The Kentucky
troops at El Paso will soon begin a
tour of border patrol duty which will
alternately take the three regiments
of General Williams' brigade to the
line of outposts which extend from
Las Cruces NI  , to. Fort Hancock,
Tex, according to a dispatch received
here. It Is probable that the First
Kentucky will he the first assigned to
this duty, which requires a high de-
gree of watchfulness at some of the
stations, as they are near the Rio
Grande at points where raids have oc-
curred In the past.
A great deal of trouble with Mexi-
can bandits has occurred near Ft. Ilan-
cock, and the company which will
draw this post must needs he on the
alert at all times. The Texas end of
the line of eutposts extends from the
city of El Paso through the thickly
populated valley to Ft. Hancock, a
stretch of territory which would pro-
vide excellent loot for a band of suc-
cessful raiders.
"FEE-SPLITTING" ASSAILED
As "Bartering of Patient's Life" By
Homeopathic Leader,
Louisville, Ky.-H. M. Stevenson, of
Baltimore, was elected president of
the Southern HorneoVathic Medical As-
sociation at the fifth session of that
organization's annual convention here.
Other officers elected were: A. 'E
Hinsdale, of Columbus. 0., first vice
president; Mary E. Hopkins, of Louis-
ville, second vice president; Frank R.
Swartwout, of Washington, secretary
and treasurer.
In the anntral address of the retiring
presic.snt, Dr. Scott Parsons, of St
Louis, he scored the practice by phy-
sicians known as "fee-splitting." "This
is an evil that had its origin with the
development of the specialist and has
grown to such proportions that It has
become a menace to the medical pro-
fession and a crime against society,"
said Dr. Parsons,
BEAUTIFYING HEREFORD FARMS.
Versailles, Ky.-Col. E H. Taylor,
Jr., has received a sigpment of four
carloads of blue spruce, cedar, hem-
lock and pine trees, to be used in fur-
ther beautifying his Hereford farms
on the Frankfort turnpike, four miles
north of Versailles. There are 600
trees in the lot, all of extra quality,
which will be set out along the front of
the ru. on both sides of the ave-
nue leading to the dwelling. An expert
landscape gardener from Cleveland. 0.,




2 CORNERSTONES ARE 
LAID
•
Group of Seven 
Structure* to Comet-
' hate Tubereulesis 
Sanatorium,
Lexington. KY -Eleven years 
ago le
few public-spirited cilium" of 
Lezingl




Now the corner-sloes of two 
build-
ings, the service and the 
children*
building', of a proposed group of seven
which will constitute the liniyette
County Tuberculosis Natatorium, are
laid at the grounds set aside on the
0•orgetowa road near Leeinglon. How-
ever, this institution wUl not be twi-
nned long tO work in Fayette county,
for plans Wife announced at the -cere-
monies for making It the Illuegrase
Tuberculosis Sanatorium. In the bene-
fits sad maintenance of which all the
ntuerigkhybworilinl ogcaoruenties of Central Ken-
The two buildings the corner-stones




ings total $36,000 It is the plan of tha
Tuberculosis Commission of this Couii-:
ty to have the entire group of buildings
completed 'by hart slimmer 
Construc-
tion of the other five buildings, the
administration and four ward build.
Inge will be -started la tit* ~If
spring
NEXT SESSION IN LOUISVILLE,
Shelbyville, Ky.-The biennial con-
vention of the Kentucky branch of
King's Daughterraiiected Mies Jennie
Benedict. of Louie:dile, membered the
Central Cosncil; Mrs Charles Pearce'
Louisville branch, president: Mrs.
Angus Gordon, Louisville, vice branch
president: Miss Florence Ballard Shel-
byville, recording secretary. The in-
vitation of the City Union to hold the
next biennial in Louisville eas ac-
cepted.
KENTUCKY BREVITIE1
Greensburg, Ky Despite the un-
usual drop of temperature, and 'a cold
wind bringing sleet the last few days,
farmers delivered tobacco. and the
loose-leaf floors are crowded for the
second sale. The sheds are full of
wagons waiting to be unloaded
Henderson, Ky.-Local grain buyere
paid 88 cents for white corn here, the
highest price for new corn paid in
Henderson since 1806. Grain buyers
are offering 80 cents for corn on the
elver bank with, bags furniehed the
growers, but little corn he been sold
latiuttra  at that prim
Carlisle. Ky.-Murker receipts_ are
becCiitIng-haiTterre. Ps-es raisedi
from 18 cents per pound, the opening
price, 21 cents per potted, delivered,
but owing to the number received the
price dropped one, and only 211 cents
per pound is being paid. Dealers are
paying 19 cents per pound on foot in
the country.
Mt. Sterling, Ky.- Heart dieeita
caused the death of Albert Skidmore,
one of the wealthiest and best-known
citizens of this county, lie died sud-
denly in the barn lot of Dr. May while
loading a wagon. His body was not
found Until three houra later. He was
80 years old and a Union veteren of
the Civil War.
Campton. Ky.-When 011ie Lvktns,a 10-year-old boy, took a shotgun out
of the house to shoot a hawk. the gun
was accidentally discharged, the load
hitting him in his left hand, tearing
off three fingers. It Is thought that his
hand will have to be amputated. 'Ly-
kins Is a grandson of Jude Joseph C.
Lykins, of Leainston.
Lexington, Ky.-A central delivery
system of Lexihgton grocers, by whichit Is estimated 8100,000 a year can besaved, is being considered by the Lex-ington Retail Grocers' Association TheIdea is to have_ the grocers, 160,1iti nom-ber, unite in a co-operative daniverysystem. Ten districts with‘
day motor delivery in each, is the plan.
Lexington, K—y.--The .LexingtonBoard of Commerce formally exprees-ed its approval of the new electriclighting and power franchise In a reso-Italian presented by Frank B. Joni-the close of an interesting address onpublic service by Vice President F. WBacon., of the utilities company, beforethe Members Council Luncheon ot theboard.
Lexington. Ke.-M. Switow, of Louis-ville, leading stockholder in the Phorenix Amusement CO.. owner 'f-heStrand moving picture theater here.was in Lexington negotiating with arepresentative of the Colonial' Amuse-ment Co. relative to the transfer of hisstock in the Strand. The transfer ofthe stock wdnid give the ColonialAmusement Co. a large, but net a on-interest In the matter.
kt2 Sterling, Ky.--J. L. Thwega, g•pro inent business man of Atlanta,tia, and Miss Jean Thomson Kendall,of this city, were married here. Tbeceremony was performed by Dr M. V.P. Yeaman Mrs. Harty B. R iv() wallmatron of honor.
Sulphur, Ry -Morris Pres , of NewCastle, received turkeys here for Haw-kins & Co, of Lgungton, paylnecents per pound on toot, the highestprice ave.?' *Id here. They shIpplet _from here'664 turkey, 












































































Brouillard, chief engineer of the Niguel&
irrigation dam, meets J. Weekly Cort-
wrislit and his daughter. Genevieve, and
explains the recIrniation work to them.
enrtwright Neel In the proem a big
*armee to make money, organise, aittint•
pany and obtains government contrasts to
furnish pettiest Islat.1 taietArial tor thlreelant
oonstruction. A busy city springs tie
about the site. Steve MassIngale threat-
ens to start • gold resh if Brouillard does
does not Influence President Ford to build
.0 railroad branch to the place, thus open-
ing an easy market fur the ore from the
"IAttle Susan" mine. On a visit to Amy
MassIneale at her tather'e mine Itrotaii.,
'lard tells her of his need for money to-Fty
'off his dead father's det-f• and that to be
frees he would sacrifice anything save his
love for one woman. Though his influano e
I. vital to the building of the railroad ex-
tension sins tells him to be true to him-
self. He decides for it. Mirapolls, the
oder of numbered days, booms. CortwrIght
i persuoules Brouillard to become consult-
ing engineer of the consolidated electric
_power company in return for g1e0,000 stock.
P•rnianunt building in follrepolis and •
real estate boom are In full swing when
the stoppage of work on the railroad
-threatens • panic. Brotellerd spreads the
StwesIngal• story of plaror gold in the
river bell and starts a 514 rush. The gold
rush promisee to atop tha reclamation
project. Amy tells Brouillard that her ta •
Misr has Incorporated the 'Little Susan"
and is in Cortwright's clutches finencial-
ly lIe tell, her he has made $100400 and
'declares his love.
Just imagine feelings of • man
who has blunted his conscience
and turned a questionable trick
In fInancte In order to please the
girl he loves, and then has been
severely judged by the young
lady when she discovered his
handiwork. What steps will
Brouillard take to square him-
self in Amy's eyes?
He was abashed, confounded; and at
the bottom of the tangle of conflict-
ing emotions there was a dull glow of
resentment.
"I did it, as I say—for love of you,
Amy; and now I have done a much
more serious thing—for the same rea
son."
"Tell me." she said, with a quick
catching of her breath.
"Your brother put a weapon in my
bands, and I have used it. There was
one sure way to make the railroad
people get bury again. They couldn't
.it still if all the world were trying
to get to a new gold camp, to which
they already have a line graded and
nearly ready for the steel."
"And you have -r..
He nodded.
She had retreated -tit-take her for-
mer position, leaning against the porch
post, with her hands behind her, and
she had grown suddenly calm.
"Don't look at me that way, Amy,'
be pleaded. "You wanted something—
and I wanted to give it to you. That
was all—as God hears me, It was all
You believe that, Amy? It will break
my heart if you don't believe it."
She shook her head sadly.
You don't understand. and I can't
make you understand—that Is the keen
misery of it. If this ruthless thing you
tried to do had succeeded, I should be
the moat wretched woman in the_
world."
"If it had succeeded? It has suc-
ceeded. Didn't I say just now that
the town was crazy with excitement
when I left to come up here?"
The girl was shaking her head again.
"God sometimes saves us in spite of
ourselves." she said gravely. "The
excitement will die out. There are no
placers in the Niquola. The bars have
been prospected again and again."
Brouillard turned on his heel and
choked back the sudden malediction
that rose to his lips. She bad called
Mirapolls a city of knaves and dupes;
eurely, he himself was the simplest of
the dupes.
"I see—after so long a time," he
went on. "Your brother merely 'salt-
ed a few shovelfuls of sand for my
especial benefit. Great heavens, but
I was an easy mark!"
"Don't!" she cried, and the tears
In her voice cut him to the heart—
"don't make it harder for me than it
has to be. I have told you only what
I've heard my father say, time and
again: that these is no gold in the NI-
quota river. And you mustn't ask
me to despise try brother. He fights
his way to his ende without caring
much for the consequences to others;
but tell me—havenrt you been doing
the same thing?"
"Yet you condone In your brother
what you condemn in me," he com-
plained.
"My brother is my brother; and you
are—let me tell you something, Vic-
tor: God helping Ins, I shall be no
mans evil genius, and yours least of
all. You broke down the barriers a
few minctes ago and you know what
Is in my heart But I can take It out
of my heart if the man who put it
there Is not true to himself."
Brouillard was silent for a little
space, and when he spoke again It was
as one awaking from& troubled dream.
"I know. There is a change. I am
not the same man I was a few years,
fir even a few months ago. I have lost
something; I have not the same
promptings; things that I used to
loathe no longer shock me.' And there
is no cause. Nothing different has
broken into My life save the best of
all things—a great lore. And you toll
me that the Wee le unworthy."
I ditinVOITGUM: I only meant
that you had miseelneeived it. Love
is the truest, finest thing we know.
It can never be the tool of evil; it may
even breathe new life into the be-
numbed conscience."
Again a silence came and sat be-
tween them; and, as before, it was the
man who broke it.
"You lead me to a conclusion that
I refuse to accept. Amy; that I am
dominated by some influence which Is
stronger than love."
"You are," she said simply.
"What is it?"
"F:nvironment."
"That is the most humiliating thing
you have said today."
"No. However much others may be
deluded, I am sure you can see Wrap-
oils in its true light. The very air you
breathe down there is poisoned. The
taint Is in the blood. Mr. Cortwright
and his fellow bandits call it the
City,' but the poor wretches on
lower Chigringo avenue laugh and call
it Gomorrah."
"Just at the present moment it is •
city of fools—and I, the king of the
fool', have made it so," said Brouillard
gloomily. From his seat on the porch
step he was frowning down upon the
outspread scene in tho valley, where
the triangular shadow of Jack's moun-
tain was creeping slowly across to the
foot of ChigrIngo. Something in the
measured eye-sweep brought him to
this feet with a hasty exclamation:
"Good Lord! the machinery has
stopped! They've knocked off work
on the dam!"
"Why not?" she said. "Did yoU imag-
ine that your workmen were any
less human than other people?"
"No, of course not; that is, I—but
I haven't any time to go into that
now. Is your telet,hone line up here
in operation?"
"No, not yet."
"Then I must burn the wind getting
down there. By Jove! if those un-
speakable idiots have gone off and
left the concrete to freeze wherever it
happens to be—"
"One moment," she replied, while he
was reaching for his hat. "This now
madness will have spent itself by
nightfall—it must. And yet I have
the queerest shivery feeling; 411-
something dreadful were going to hap-
pen. Can't you contrive to get word
to me, some way—after it is all
over? I wish you could."
"I'll do it," he promised. "I'll cotie
up after supper."
"No, don't do that. You will be
needed at the dam. There will be
trouble, with a town full of disappoint-
ed gold-hunters, and liquor to be had.
Watt a minute." She ran into the
house and came out with two little
pap -coveredcylinders with fuses
projecting. "Take these; they are
Bengal lights—some of the fireworks
that Tig bought In Red Butte for the
Fourth. Light the blue one when you
are ready to send me my message
of cheer. I shall be watching for it."
"And the other?" be asked.
"It is a red light, the signal of war
and tumults and danger. It you light
it, I shall know—"
He nodded, drained e paper cyl-
inders into his pocket, and a moment
later was racing down the trail* to
t4e his place at the helm of the aban-
doned ship of the Industries.
Brouillard descended upon his di.-
heartened subordinates like a whirl-
wind of invincible energy, electrifying
everybody into Instant action. Gass-
man was told off to bring the Indians,
who alone were loyally indifferent to
the Old craze, down from the crush-
ers. Anson was dispatched to impress
the waiters and bellboys from the
Stetropole; lAshington was soutto the
shops and the bank to turn out the
I Oterkli: Ortelow and Randle" were
' ordered to take ohaig• of the make-
shift concrete handlers as fast as they
materialised. squadding them and dile-
lpg the work of wreck clearing for
every man and minute they could
command, with Gassman and Bender
to act as feremen.
For himself, Brouillard reserved the
most hatardous of the recruiting expe-
dients, The levier avenue had already
become • dduble rank of dives, saloons
and gambling dens, here, If anywhere
in the craoadepopulated town, men '
might be found, and for oace In their
lives they should be shown how other
man earned money.
I-Shove it for every minute of day-
light there is left," be ordered, snap-
'Vine out his trunmands to him staff
while he was Oiling the magazine of
his Winchester, "Puddle what mate-
al_H there is In the forms. dump the
telpher buckets where they stand, gad
clean out the mixers; that's the else
of the job, and it's got to be done.
Jump to it, Gritty, you and liandley,
and we'll try to fill your gangs the
best way we can."
"You'll be up on the stagings your-
self, won't your asked GrielOw, Strug-
gling into his working coat.
"After a bit. I'm going down to the
lower avenue to turn out the crooks
and dismond wearers. It's time they
were learning how to earn an honest
dollar."
"You'll gat yourself killed up." grata*
bled 1,4slaington. "Work is the one'
thing you won't get out of that crowd."_
"Watch me," rasped the chief, and
he was gone as soon as he had said it.
Strange things and strenuous hap-
pened In the lower end of the Ni-
(Mole valley during the few hours of
daylight that remained. First, climb-
ing nervously to the peddlers' staging
on the great dam, and led by Poodles
himself, came the Metropole quota of
waiters, scullions. cooks and porters,
willing but skill-less. After them, and
herded by LeshIngton, came a dapper
crow of omen men and clerks to snatch
up the puddling spades and to soil
their clothes and blister their bands
in emptying the concrete buckets. Mr.
Cortwright's contribution came as a
dropping fire; a handful of tree-cutters
from the sawmills, a few picked up_
here and there in the deserted town,
an automobile load of power-Company
employees shot down from the genee.
sting plant at racing speed.
IAst, but by no 'means least In nunV
bore, came the human derelicts from
the lower avenue; men in frock-coats;
men in cowboy jeans taking it as a
huge joke; men with foreign faces and
lowering brows and with strange oaths
in their mouths; and behind tho mot-
ley throng and marshaling it to a
quickstep. Brouillard and Tig Smith.
It was hot work and heavy for the
strangely assorted crew, and Brouil-
lard drove it to the limit, bribing, ca-
joling or threatening, patrolling the
long line of staging to encourage the
awkward puddlers, or side-stepping
swiftly to the mixers to bring back a
detachment of skulkers at the rifle's
muzzle. And by nightfall the thing
was done, with the loss reducedge
minimum and the makeshift laborers
dropping out in squads and groups,
some laughing, some swearing, and all
too weary and toil-worn to be danger-
ous. "Give us a job if we come back
tomorrow, Mr. Brouillard?" called out
the king of the gamblers in passing;
and the cry was taken up by others in
grim jest.
"Thus endeth the first lesson," said
Grislow, when the engineering corps
was reassembling at the headquarters
preparatory to a descent upon the sup-
per table. But Brouillard was dumb
and haggard, and when he had hung
his rifle and cartridge belt on their
pegs behind his desk, he went out,
leaving unbroken the silence which
had greeted his entrance.
"The boss is taking it pretty hard,"
said young Grifi5th to no one in par-
ticular. and it was Leshington who
took him up savagely and invited him
to hold his tongue.
"The least said is the soonest
mended—at a funeral," was the form
the first assistant's rebuke took. "You
take my advice and don't mess or
meddle with the chief until he's had
time to work this thing out of his sys-
tem."
The shouts of the mob were ringing
in Brouillard's ears when he strode de-
jectedly into the deserted maproom,
and the cries were rising with a -ear
note and in fresher frenzies a little
later when Grislow came in. The hy-
drographer's blue eyes were hard and
his voice had a tang of bitterness in
it when he said: "Well, you've done it.
Three men have just come itt with a
double handful of nuggets, and Mirap-
olis makes its bow to the world at
large as the newest and richest of
the gold camps."
Brouillard had been humped over
his desk, and he sprang up with a cry
like that of a wounded animal.
"It can't be; Grizzy, I tell you it
cant be! Steve Massingale planted
that gold that I washed out—played
me for a tool to get me to work for
the railroad. I didn't know it until—
until—"
"Until Amy Massingale told you
about it this afternoon," cut in the
mapmaker shrewdly. "That's all right.
The bar Steve took you to was barren
enough; they tell me that every cubic
foot of it has been washed over in
dishpans and skillets in the past few Not the Teapot's Fault
hours. But you know the big bend op- Pat was very fond of strong tea. Ha
posit() the Quadjenal hills; the river always praised a housekeeper epeoe.-
has built that bend out of its own into to the Istrength of the lea she
washings, and the bulletin over at the made. Last' Saturday the woman of
the house where Pat worked was pour-
ing out the -tea for his breakfast It
Was coming out very slowly, and the
good woman asked Pat to excuse the
feaporii It Dad a bad smInt Pat not
liking the look of the teal said sadly:
"Oh. begor. ma'am, don't blame the
taypot, because anything week meal
go slay."
I.
out of the pocket of the cost and
next moment - the door °petrel and
closed and the hydrographer was left
alone.
Having been planned before there
was a city to be considered. the gar-
erument buildings inclosed three sides
of a small open square, facing toward
the great dam Is the middle of this
open spare Brouillard stopped, kicked
up a little mound of earth, and stood
the two paper cylinders on it side by
side.
The tempered glow from the city
electric, made • soft twilight in the
little plaza, MI COlad see the wrapper
colors of this two signal Ores quite
well. A sharp attack of Indecision had
prompted him to place both of them on
the tiny mound. With the match in
his hand, he was still undecided Amy
blassingale4 words eame bark to hi
am he hesitated: "Light the blue one
when you are ready to send me In,
message of cheer . . ." On the lips
of another woman the words might
have taken a materialistic meaning:
the miraculous gold discovery would
bring the railroad, and the railroad
would rescue the Massingale mine and
restore the Massingale fortunes.
He looked up at the dark balk of
Chigringo, unrelieved even by the tiny
fleck of lamplight which lie had so
often called his guiding star. "Take
me out of your mind and heart and say
which you will have, little girl," be
whispered, sending the words out into
the void of night But only the din
and clamor of • city gone wild with
enthusiasm came to answer him. Some-
where on the avenue a band was play-
ing: men were shouting themselves
hoarse in excitement, and above the
shouting °ante the staccato crackling
of pistols and guns fired In air.
He struck the match and igoopelrl
over the blue rrylIndff. "This Is your_
message of e.heer, whether you take it
that way or not," he went on, whisper.
int( again to the silent void. But when
the fuse of the blue light was fairly
fizzing he suddenly pinched it out and
held the match to the other.
• • • • • • •
Up on the high bench of the great
mountain Amy Massingale was pacing
to anti fro on the puncheon-floored
porch of the home cabin. The girl's
gaze never wandered far from a dark
area in the western edge of tho town—
the semicircle cut into the dotting
lights and marking the site of the gov-
ernment reservation. It was when
tiny stream of sparks shot up in the
center of the dark area that she
stopped and held her breath. Then,
when a blinding flare followed to prick
out the headquarters, the commissary
and the mess house, she sank in a de-
spairing little heap on the floor, with
her face hidden in her hands and the
quick sobs shaking her like an ague
chill. It was Brouillard's signal, but
it was not the signal of peace; it was
the blood-red of revolution and strife
and turmoil.
Mirapolis the marvelous was a hue-
tling, roaring, wide-open mining camp
of twenty thousand souls by the time
the railroad, straining every nerve and
crowding three shifts into the 24-hour
day, pushed its rails along the foothill
bench of Chigringd, tossed up its tem-
porary station buildings, and signaled
its opening for business by running a
mammoth excursion from the cities of
the immediate East.
Busy as it was, the city took time
to celebrate fittingly the event which
linked it to the outer world. By pro°.
lamation Mayor Cortwright declared a
holiday. There were lavish displays
of bunting, an impromptu trades pa-
rade, speeches from the plaza band-
stand, free lunches and free liquor—
a day of boisterous, hilarious triumph-
Inge, with, incidentally, much buying
and selling and many transfers of the
precious "front foot" or choice "con
aer."
Yielding to pressure, which was no
less imperative from below than from
above. Brouillard had consented to
suspend work on the great dam during
the day of triumphs, and the recla-
mation service force, smaller now than
at any time since the beginning of the
undertaking, went to swell the crowds
on Chigringo avenue. Mr. Cortwright
had been inexorable, and Brouillard
found himself discomfortingly emptia•
sized as chairman of the civic receps
tion committee.
It was after his part of the speech-
making. and w.Ale the plaza crowd,
were still bellowing their approval et
the modest forensic effort, that he
went to sit beside Miss Cortwright ig
the temporary grand stand, mopping
his face and otheraise exhibiting the
after effects of the unfamiliar strain.
Spotlight office says that the entire
peninsula is one huge bank of gold-
bearing gravel"
At the word Brouillard staggered is
froth The impact of a bullet. Then be
croe.sed the room slowly, greying his
way toward the peg where the coat be
had worn in the afternoon was hang-
i. Grislow saw him take something
Victor Brouillard knows thatt he cannot win Amy Massingale
+ until he pulls from his feet the
mire of this firancial trickery.
How will he extricate himself
with • clean conscience and •
pocketful of money—or can he
do It?
He uscd a Pebble
In his day. to keep
his mouth moist—
WRIGLEY'S gives us a
wholesome, antiseptic,
refreshing confection to-
-take the place of the cave - —
man's pebble.
WPAPPrWe help teeth, breath, appetite,
digestion and deliciously soothe
mouth and throat with this. COUPDNS
welcome sweetmeat.
The Wrigley Spearmen want to awed yes
their Book of Gumption. Send—is peI
for it today. Wm. Wrigley-T.-CO.,
1327 Keener Building. Chicago.
Made No Exceptions,
Miss Paul—Grace docent obey
body.
Miss Pry—No; she doesn't
mind her own lousiness.
Whenever You Need a General Toole
Take Grove's
The Old Standard Grove's Tasteless-
chill Tonic is equally valuable as a Gen-
eral Tonic because it contains the well
known tonic properties of QUININE and
IRON. It acts on the Liver, Drives out
Malaria, Enriches the Blood and Builds
op the Whole System 50 cents.
Carried Boy on Cot Fifteen Miles.
When a physician at Red Oak Top.
Va., found that Robert Anderson,•nitte
years old, had appendicitis, 20 men
volunteered to curry the boy on his cot
15 miles to a hospital, where he re-
ceived an operation. The men took
their turns at the cot
Important to Mothers
Examine carefully every bottle di
CASTuRIA, that famous old remedy
for infants and children, and see that it
Bears the ildrx.ifez.r........111P
Signature of
A gasoline engine driven machine I In Use for Over 30 Years.
Children Cry for Fletcher's CtletOrillhas been invented to bale hay or straw
in cylindrical bales.
THAT GRIM WHITE SPECTRE,
Pneumonia, follows on the heels of a
neglected cough or cold. Delay no
longer. Take Mansfield's Cough Bal.
gam. Price 6ec and $l.00.—Adv.
Russian women predominate among
foreign-horn students of their sex in
Paris.
(BY DR. V M. PIERCI.).
The most simple methods are usu-
ally the most effective ones when
treating any disorder of the human
system. The mere drinking a cup
of hot water each morning, plenty
of pure water all day, and a little
Anuric before every meal has been
found the most effective means of
overcoming kidney trouble. Death
would occur if the kidneys did not
work day and night in separating
poisons and uric acid from the blood.
The danger signals Cr, backache,
depressions. puins, heaviness. dross%t-
nese, irritability, headaches, chilli-
ness, rheumatic twinges, swollen
joints or gout.
Since it is such a simple matter to
step into your favorite drug store and
obtain Anuric, anyone who earnestly
desires to regain health and new life
will 'waste no time In beginning this
treatment
The Conch°, Shipp°. Cocoamo and
Yahua tribes of Amazon Indians are
still wearing clothes of grass.
Constipation generally indicate. Aleorderedstomach, liver and bowels. Wright • Indian
Vegetable Pills restores regularity without
griping. Adv.
Peat is largely used In stoking the
railway engines of Sweden.
MISSISSIPPI FOLKS
Mks.--This is to certify
that I have been a sufferer of rheu-
matism for ten years and have tried
sevettal noted doctors and a lot of
patent medicines. At last I saw Dr.
Pierce's Anurle Tablets advertised
and got a triiil package; they did me
more good thee anything I hove ever
taken. They relieved me of all the
pain. I believe that two boxes of
these tablets will effect a permanent
cure. I can recommend them to any-
one suffering with rheumatism.
Anomie will (10 all that Is claimed for
It."—M11. M. E. W1-;EMS.
Dr. Pierce.* reputation ts hack. of
this medicine and you know that his
Pleartanf Pellets for the liv.o% his Fa-
vorite Prescriptlon for the Ills of
women and his oiolden Medical Dis-
covery for the blood have had a splen-
did reputation for the test 50 years.
Send 10c to Dr. V. M. Pierce. Buffalo,





When you look over
the sights of your rifle
and see , an animal
like this' silhouetted
against the back-:
ground, you like to
feel certain that your
equipment is equal
to the occasion. The
majority of SUCCCS3-.'
= ful hunters use Win 01111111,11n1lutuninitillititlitmilmItilionia
74-7. cheater Rifles, whiat shows bow. tier'-are esteemed.
They a are made in varicitull *A, and calibers and 3





Once upon a time Edwin Put-
nam, who lives in the quiet,
pretty hamlet of Wendell Depot,
Mass., climbed up into a loft to
get some building material, just
as any other man living in the
country must often do. Sudden-
ly he slipped and fell. Ten feet
below was a pile of wood, knot-
ted and knarled. It was a nasty
tumble, and Mr. Putnam was in-
jured painfully in the back, he
was covered with bruises and
was sore from head to foot.
The next day he bought &bot-
tle of Sloan's Liniment which
had been recommended to him.
Within a very few hours the
nations have passed laws forbid-
ding the raising of tobacco and
instead compelling their people!.
to grow the necessities of life,
hence their shortage. I feel that
in reading a number of papers 1
have kept pace with the present
and past situation. I will say
to you fellow farmers that we
have the tobacco and they have
not got it over there. It is up
to us. and sve can demand 12, 18
and even ,g5 and get it before
next May. Mark this, the buy-
ers will laugh to scorn this sug-
gestion. for 4; and 2, 0 and 5
means to make them rich. Have
you forgotten their flowery tale
and the I; and of last year? Did
any farmer lose by listening to
them? Ha! Ha! I think so.
Well, the time has again rolled
around to sell. Have we paid.
enough for our learning? I sug-
gest we have paid them well for
their hard talk and now let them
pay us for our hard work. We
I have-70 per cent of the world's!
icrop and we can sell it-for 101
and 20 or 2 and tsi just as we de.i
'cide. Remember last fall, and!
show the buyer the road if he;
does not offer a living price.
Mr. BuyervUncle Ezery It will-1
ing to discuss this question in
fairness to all, with you anyway.
•I —Your Uncle Ezery.
Damage Snit Coes Oyer.
Paducah, Ky., Nov. 20.7-Most .
of the cases on the docket for
the November term of the Lini-
master at Hickory, in Graves
county, of $50.
Eunice Brame, of llopkins-
ville. was tined f2.t on the charge
of sending obscene matter thro-
ugh the mails.
Homer Taylor and J. C. Ent:
mick, both of Paducah, were fin:
ed $10 each for violating the mo-
tor boat regulations.
• Neletliall, of Hickman, was
tined $160 and sentenced to 30
days in jail on the charge of
bootlegging,- .
:(Gus Withi.+on, of Dexter. and
Will 11111, south of town, were
members of the grand jury_ and
Dr. O. B. lrvan, of this place.
and Guy Farley, southeast of
town, served on the petit jury.)




Lifts Your Com Right Off. 4
Never Fails.
-rvi.r in your tire F ,t ertrn comeout like that2_43•••at-ttl-fttp-t-ruis-t=kli-Underneath —rrnooth i3 th• ototat' hand' •
ted States Court, which was con-; en
Look— at "Mat' Ott cameo Thatvened today, were disposed of • Pea, sack ... Whistle.
soreness had vanished anti the and final ad.iournment will be or.
dlameness had disappeared. He ered tomorrow. The most len-
was an active man once More. sational suit, that of Henry Cam-
Sloan's Liniment can be ob. Obeli against 11. E. choate for
at all $:)0,0110 damages, was contin'ttedtained drug stores,
50c and 81.00. - until the-next term. The suit
tAlowed—the alleged ernascula--
ition. of Campbell by Choate a'Sloan's
Limpipalr!,nt
few months ago. They are prom- !'rnd, to- struwetst•-.14.„‘ h„pe ."rot reerim-
.it 1,1 IR blOgliasfi with the -Int.r r •••,t••••, neloer.raillnic. rests- 'tdv that ',mkt's tnttlionsArtf forn-rFx".torod ttroD10 happy. anti "tir.T..•.‘t.ttly •-0:1‘14. It Art. s.
nt theirFerns a ittt 14.,tut,!" 
rAitors...1,.•att.thotit-
, 'h Lint*.osires rtoft v‘ith st7t,* N...11,,tts, lit •thit with "Laar.;..i.r.."' vo‘de tarn104.‘settst••••ssen I:ft At. 000. - There'sothinq to r -efts on thteoftrit. or'hti.t.‘nunis.e.u.htri'rysic C.r _more. Try 4t,tonight on stir q.aittis.er wsrt.
, home, or sent tektint4 , Iraturecs ftraper was given Is 1141 nuft4.7 stt'Tt
Went Graves count farmers rl taolviwteitex.:
monthsin the federal prigon ,g) 1L41• r;4". atSt APPittl.)
















yVe.T • • ..1,1•14,...AiUMM.N, 4/.
Less Than Last Year's Prices---
Lower Than Today's Wholesale Costs
Are the 'SA-LETTUCES" prevailing clunn-g-bur
GIGANTIC.. REMOVAL ,SALE now in progress
Extraordinw_yalites_are_to_he_had in
SUITS AND OVERCOATS.









Please Note: After January 1st, 1917, we will move to our new





and Rutherford; J. A. Hassell.',
for the past two years pastor of
the Murray Church. goes to Rid-.gley, Tenn.
Walker: Dyersburg District, W.
S. Waters, presiding elder: Fri-
endship Circuit, R H. Pigue:
Newbern Station, David Leith:
Jackson District, W. I). Jenkins,
presiding elder: Hayes Avenue,
Jackson, W. A. Russell: secre-
tary of education, Cleanth Brooks
Lexington District, J. V. Free-
man, presiding elder: Memphis
District, A. J. Meadors, presid-
ing elder; Embury Circuit, J.M.
Hamil: Memphis, Binghampton
and Highland Heights, M. F.
Leake:7-Bim tyn, --Estes:
Huntingden and Mt. Zion, W.D.
Pickens: Harris Memorial, J. M.
Pickens: Stephenson and Raines,
0. C. Wrather: commission for
Emery University, W. J. McCoy:Hazel charge. L. D. Havoiltone tistical report, "Where are the: Paducah, Broadway, E. B. Ram-for four years presiding elder of
this district, goes to the Padu-
cah district: J. C: Rudd, for four
years pastor of the West Murray
Circuit,,goes to Alamo, -Crock-
ett county, Tenn.: W. W. Hen-
) who has been On the East
Murray Ctictpt for, one year,-
• nsal to P mon eircniU
Nall, who has been at Kirksey
I sr some time, goes to Kenton
Union City, Tenn.. Nov. 20. —
The Memphis Conference of the
Methodist Episcopal Church,Calloway county gets almost a
South. closed here today. Mostnew deal in the Methodist prea- of the delepratls left on the af-cher line this year as a result of , ternoon train, but some remain-
the meeting of the annual con- ed over withlfriends until tomor-
row.
It was decided to hold the
nexteorderence_in Murray, Ky.
Ripley made a bid for same,. but
there was an overwhelming ma-
jority in favor of Murray.
After a short talk and in an-
s*er to question 53 of the sta-
ference. W. W._ Adams comes
as the presiding elder of the dis-
trict: H. W. Brooks., local preach,
er for Murray: J. C. Carson,
West Murray Circuit: M. C.
Yates. East Murray Circuit: A.
L. Dallas, Kirksey Circuit, while
T. H. Davis is returned to the
Preachers statione4 this year?" sey: Farmington Circuit, E. M.Bishop Murrah answered by Peters: Paris Station. W. A.reading the complete list of ar- Freeman: Union City District.pointments. In the list of as- W. W. Armstrong, presiding el-signments of local interest are der: Cayce Circuit, W. T. Holly:the following: FultoniStation. J. W. Waters:Brownsville District— H. B.I'Sharon and Mt. Vernon, W. P.Johnston, presiding elder: Bro- , Pritchard: Trimble Circuit. G.T._wntivilleStation, C. A. Watersrellars: Union City Station, A.field: Dyer Circuit, A. W. Las- C. Bell: conference evangelist,miter: Trenton ; Station. M. • R. B. Freeman.
Ifs Buterea
Moat ','-u 1,1 - TIR lre pretty much alike, exr,.pt
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reason together. We must de-
mand from 5 to S for lugs and
from 12 to 20 for leaf. We can
not pay the present high prices
for the necessities and sell tobac-
co at 5 and 10. It has been re-
ported that we have a surplus of
two million pounds of tobacco.
Granting this to be true. We
know we have a good crop, and
it is only the more good reason
why weshc,:ki demand a good
price. It is a good grads. You
will remember that the United ,
States raises'14 the world's to-
bacco, and since the European:
war began some of the waring
-
' Health good: no marriage or
deaths.
Corn is most all gathered and
high enough.
F. V. Holland has sold his farm
on Blood river:to S. L. Evans.
Evans also bought J. M. Fat-
well's place near \ ancleave.
There was a school fair at Rus-
sell's chapel last Friday after-
noon. The program was inter-
esting and amusing. Everybody
apparehtly enjoyed themselves.
t;oldie Caraway won five pri;:es,
greatest number wen by an one
pupil. The program was only
about half compleita
Fellow farmers what-shall we
do? Will we get our heads 'to-
gether and demand a .good and
living .price our tobacco?_.
Must we set the priee-er-let—the
other fellow set it? Come,
HURT. THEN WELL
Hov. a Man Who Landed on Wood Pile
and Was Sore From Head to Foot '
Found Quick Relief.
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